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INTRODUCTION
The generation of writers which emerged after the Second World War 
is known as the Angkatan f45 (The Generation of '45). Among students 
of Indonesian literature it is a commonplace that the Angkatan *45 de­
veloped a style of writing and a critical focus which differed consid­
erably from that of their predecessors, the writers who clustered round 
the magazine Pudjangga Baru. Among the distinctive traits of post-war 
writing which are usually mentioned are the predominance of realism in 
the short story and the novel, as opposed to the romanticism and thesis 
novels of the earlier generation, and the development of a prose style 
which is noticeable for its terseness and the absence of lyricism.
One also notices the use of cynicism and irony to convey oblique com­
ments on the political situation, and an interest in sordid, squalid 
detail for its own sake, a nostalgie de la boue.
Clearly the experience of the Japanese occupation and the revolu­
tion account in large measure for the difference in outlook between 
the two generations, but the difference in educational and class back­
ground is also relevant. The Pudjangga Baru group consisted of those 
to whom the whole Dutch perspective had been open. They had a thorough 
Dutch education and were largely divorced from their own native society, 
whereas the Angkatan f45 consisted of those who had not had the oppor­
tunity of university or tertiary education of any sort and in some 
cases were brought up in the traditional educational milieux or in the 
Taman Siswa schools that had been established specifically to counter 
Dutch educational influence. It is hardly surprising therefore, that 
what they chose to write about and the attitudes adopted in their writ­
ing differ considerably from earlier writers.
Turning from the pre-occupation novels to the works of Pramoedya 
Ananta Toer,** the finest prose-waiter of the Angkatan *45, one is
* The author would like to thank Professor Jaspan and Linda Weinstein for making 
invaluable suggestions on reading earlier drafts of this translation.
** Pramoedya Ananta Toer was born in Blora, Central Java, on February 6, 1925. His 
father was a school teacher and from him he acquired a basic education in which 
his father took pains to introduce him to the folk-lore of his region. He studied 
for a time in a technical school in Surabaja and then went to Djakarta. After 
attending a Taman Siswa school there for a short time he enrolled in a secretarial 
course. He received instruction from politically important figures of the time 
such as Mohammad Hatta who later became the first Vice-President of the Republic.
He enrolled in the Republican Army but after the first military action 
launched by the Dutch on July 21, 1947 he was imprisoned. Following confinement
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immediately struck by the directness of the writing, by the involvement 
of the writer in what is being described. This impression is created 
first by the perspective from which the books are written: often the
story is told in the first person, allowing a greater flexibility in 
comment on the narrative. The story never has to be rigged so that a 
particular case can be made out. The themes of the story do not, as 
is the case in the works of the earlier generation, control the pattern 
of related scenes. Instead the individual observation becomes the 
focus of the writing, and what determines the quality of the novel is 
the selective vision and the organization of the descriptions.
The break from the Pudjangga Baru style is startling. The drama­
tic switch of forms of the novel within such a short historical period 
is unmatched in the history of the European novel which evolved its 
stylistic forms over a much longer period of time, although, according 
to critics such as Roland Barthes, the changes were equally dramatic. 
This break with the immediate past is in fact only open to a society 
whose literary tradition is derivative; that is, where the body of 
written literature has been wholly taken over from the examples of an 
external culture. In this situation the multiplicity of forms and 
styles makes the choice of a particular model to follow fairly open, 
although clearly socio-historical circumstances or accidents perhaps 
determine which models are available at particular moments. It has 
already been illustrated by critics how the models which the Pudjangga 
Baru took up are derived from the Tachtigers , the Dutch poets of the 
1880!s; and there are similar accounts to illustrate the intellectual 
stylistic debt which the Angkatan ! 45, in particular the poet, Chairil 
Anwar, owed to more contemporary European literary movements associated 
with Rilke and the Dutch writers Marsmann and Slauerhoff in poetry, 
and Hemingway and Steinbeck in prose.
What must have attracted Pramoedya to the writings of Steinbeck, 
for example, is the same kind of sympathy which the majority of readers 
of the realist novels of the turn of the century must have had for the
in various prisons he was eventually placed in Bukit Duri (Thorn Hill) prison.
He was finally released in December 1949. While in prison he wrote many of his 
most well-known novels and stories including Perburuan (The Hunt) which won a 
publisher's prize.
After his release he got work in the government publishing house, Balai Pus- 
taka. He quickly won a reputation for his writing. In 1953, on the invitation 
of the Sticusa Foundation, he went to Holland with his family. After his return 
in 1954 he gave some public lectures. Then in 1956 he was invited to China by 
the Institute of Chinese Culture. This visit made a great impression on him and 
he became politically active in support of President Sukarno's concept of Guided 
Democracy. He went to Russia in 1958. Following this visit he went to China a 
second time and had discussions with the literati there.
In January 1959 he attended the first congress of Lekra (Lembaga Kebudajaan 
Rakjat--Center for the People's Culture) which was a communist cultural organiza­
tion ostensibly dedicated to the principles of socialist realism. He was regarded 
as a figurehead of Lekra and in his polemic writings he attacked many aspects of 
traditional Muslim belief. He was a leading figure in a literary debate in which 
he strongly criticized an eminent Muslim scholar, Hamka, for being a plagiarist.
Following the attempted coup of September 30, 1965, he was arrested for his 
overt communist sympathies. In 1969 he was sent with other political prisoners 
to the island of Buru in the Moluccas. Amnesty has petitioned for his release 
but with no success. Reporters who visited Buru last year met him and said that 
he was looking well. According to some accounts he is not being allowed to write.
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writings of Dreiser, Upton Sinclair and others. This is a kind of 
writing which is concerned to describe the wretchedness of life as it 
is lived by the majority; the insecurity, the disgusting physical con­
ditions, the misery, and bestiality to which people are reduced by 
their struggle and the absence of any light or joy in their lives.
But beyond the mere documentation of this, there is a tremendous sym­
pathy generated by the poignancy of the descriptions. Zola had tried 
to detach himself as much as possible, to put down the conditions as 
he saw them in the manner of a social research worker, since this ap­
peared to him to be the first step before one could take remedial 
action. There had to be an objective diagnosis before the correct 
social medicine could be prescribed. But in the writings of the great 
American realists there is this immediately felt identity of the writer 
with the people he is describing, and it is perhaps this capacity to 
feel which enables him to recreate the passions and desires of the 
characters in his novel.
It is this clear commitment, I think, which explains the response 
of Pramoedya and his fellow-writers to the contemporary American fic­
tion of that era. Besides the difference in class origins of Pramoedya 
and the Pudjangga Baru writers which goes a long way to explaining the 
former's saeva indignatio and the compassion in his writings, the exi­
gencies created by the occupation and the revolution had forced the 
intellectuals into a much closer association with their countrymen 
than the earlier writers ever experienced. Pramoedya's milieu, his 
circle of friends and his experiences were quite unlike the refined 
intellectual environment of Sutan Takdir Alisjahbana and his fellow- 
writers who, although they professed a common identity with the aspir­
ations of nationalism, were nevertheless prevented by their social 
position from appreciating the experiences and emotions thrown up by 
the revolution.
But while the range and the depth of Pramoedya's descriptive writ­
ing is clearly superior to that of the pre-1942 writers, in most of 
his writings he seems to have succumbed to the fate which befell many 
Western realist writers because of their emotional commitment to the 
material of their novels. The reason why one subscribes to realism as 
opposed to naturalism is surely because the latter is too uncritical 
and defines no stance in relation to the situations it describes. 
Naturalism is often merely an uno ‘ganized description of what occurs 
in reality, a straightforward reproduction of visible action. Yet 
literature should attempt to do more than simply reproduce. It should 
select, comment on and explain. This is what realism in contradiction 
to naturalism does, and the best examples of realism are those which 
are sufficiently detached to make a statement about reality which the 
reader is asked to endorse. The question naturalism asks is: have you
seen this? No? Then I'll show it to you. Realism's question is: 
you've seen this, haven't you? But have you ever thought about it in 
this way?
In many of his novels and short stories Pramoedya seems unable to 
do this. In Keluarga Gerilju (Family of Guerrillas), his best known 
novel, for example, there is an unrelieved description of misery, 
wretchedness and futility; there seems an underlying fatalism where 
all one can do in a plea for an authentic kind of living is to point 
to the idealism (or obduracy?) of individuals who are prepared to con­
tinue to push the stone up the hill in the certain knowledge that it 
will come tumbling down. There seem to be few significant actions in 
the book, by which I mean that no action appears commendable because
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it offers an alternative which is more than a temporary respite to the 
appalling depression of the narrative. Pramoedya has nothing to offer 
beyond the description of what he sees and a great sympathy for the 
sufferers, although even this is a major achievement. Perhaps one 
could make the same point about Steinbeck. What is lacking is a com­
mitment informing the work. There is a penetrating analysis of contem­
porary conditions but no creative synthesis in which these conditions 
are totalized and a meaning constructed out of the fragments.
This criticism does not, however, apply to Bukan Pasar Malam. In 
this novel there is a far greater sensitivity to contemporary issues 
than in Parmoedya's other works. Here for once the "camera eye" yields 
to the informed observer and there is a continual questioning and an 
attempt to reconstruct something out of apparent chaos. The book works 
on two complementary levels: the first is a personal account, narrated
in the first person, of the encounter of a son with his dying father. 
This encounter, while forcing the hero to self-analysis in the face of 
the values and meaning of his father's life, compels him, because of 
his father's passionate concern with politics and the consequent vicis­
situdes in the fortunes of the family, to lift his analysis on to a 
higher more encompassing plane. From this vantage point his personal 
life is seen from a more transcendent perspective as being part of an 
existential problem with political and social parameters. And he 
learns that meaning is to be found only by locating one's personal 
life in the complex fabric of these parameters. In the process of 
doing this, then, norms and values are established which serve as 
guides for purposeful action. A particular person's life and his writ­
ing acquire significance for the future, in which one hopes to create 
a better life, by offering tentative solutions to problems which have 
now been at least partially recognized and defined.
In Bukan Pasar Malam Pramoedya is groping towards some sort of 
synthesis of experiences. While the father is dying the hero reflects 
on his life trying to recall what his father tried to achieve, and he 
is aided in this by his friends who recount for him the significance 
of his father in their lives. The dukun (shaman) recalls the father's 
insistence on the need to continue to educate the children even under 
Dutch supervision. The sister talks about her father's attitude to 
the rampant opportunism which sprang up after the war. And at the 
meeting before the funeral where his father's friends are gathered to­
gether they discuss the father and his unbending attitude, vividly 
established by the story of his endurance at the card table. At the 
end what the hero remembers is that his father refused to make a clown 
of himself by engaging in the rat-race for political recognition, be­
cause for him the important decisions -and complementary actions to be 
taken could not possibly be arrived at in the prevailing context of 
insincerity.
The tone and structure of the book remind me of Raymond Williams' 
Border Country where the author adopts the same structure as is used 
in Bukan Pasar Malam. Williams' hero goes back to visit his dying 
father and in the emotionally charged atmosphere he is forced to con­
front his father and lay his own values against the other's. From 
this personal encounter there emerges a reappraisal of values which 
allows the hero to set his own experience within a wider perspective. 
The difference between the two books, it seems to me, lies in that 
where Williams shies away from describing his hero's emotions--which 
one always feels are to him a little suspect--Pramoedya is intent on 
recreating the quick, immediate feelings of his hero, making his book
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in this respect richer than Border Country. (It should perhaps be men­
tioned in fairness to the latter that its scope is far more ambitious 
than Pramoedyafs book and contains a more finely detailed description 
of the circumstances of the hero than the sketch in Bukan Pasar Malam.)
Bukan Pasar Malam is structured around the description of various 
discrete scenes each of which has a certain autonomy in that each is 
expressive of a particular incident which is significant for the indi­
viduals involved in it. At the same time the separate incidents are 
linked through the mediation of the narrator, the aku (I) of the novel, 
to his own conspectus of the reality which he sees. Thus while the 
reader can enjoy in their own right the accounts of the goat meat 
butcher or the trip to the dukun as highly illustrative and vivid 
cameos of the Javanese ways of life, the organizing consciousness of 
the narrator provides a synthesizing element which allows us to con­
sider both as structural elements within a totality or, in different 
terms, as two experiences of a life-style which contribute to the 
narrator's awareness of himself.
This movement in the novel, first isolating experiences and then 
drawing them together again, can perhaps be briefly illustrated in an 
analysis of the following passage where the hero is talking to one of 
his sisters.
’’And how did you live all the time father was in prison?”
She did not reply. I saw her eyes fill with tears. And a commu­
nication which was clearer than a reply was reflected in those eyes 
filled with tears. I didn’t press her.
”How did father get free from the ’reds’?”
"Father was imprisoned in the jail here, then he was marched to 
Rembang. And when they got to Rembang the Siliwangi division had 
already begun to enter the district and father was freed. But 
mother’s brother-in-law was killed here."
"Yes. War’s really a curse for men,” I said, comforting her.
"War forces man to examine himself. Because, little sister, in one’s 
self there lies everything there is in the world, and everyone else 
feels this is so, too."
I faltered. My words were really intended for myself and were 
not meant for my sister at all.
The narrator is trying to elicit from his sister an account of 
what happened to the family during the fighting, and gradually through 
his sister’s hesitations and the pain which the memory brings with it, 
the account is pieced together; the father was imprisoned and taken to 
another district and then freed but another relative died. But while 
the incidents are recounted we are reminded of the lived experience of 
the events by the two sentences: "I saw her eyes fill with tears.
And a communication which was clearer than a reply was reflected in 
those eyes filled with tears.” So while working at the level of simple 
narrative description of the past, the writing by its focus on the sub­
jective attitude to this experience suggests the significance of the 
related facts to the people involved; and at the same time the narrator 
is seen to comprehend at three distinct levels. He takes in the infor­
mation about what has happened; he understands what his sister felt at 
the time and what the family must have gone through, and he understands 
the feelings of his sister now when she thinks back on the past. For 
this reason he does not press her for a more explicit account.
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The words of comfort which he addresses to his sister are, as he 
points out, intended mainly for himself. The content of what he says, 
the generalization about war and personal experience, indicate a tenta 
tive step toward the search for meaningfulness. Out of the agglomera­
tion of experiences he tries to find something of universal signifi­
cance to make the whole explicable. Throughout the novel he is trying 
to make this leap to transcendence. As the incidents in the novel 
follow in succession he tries to weld them together and provide some 
sort of tenable cohesiveness, even though the statements sometimes 
risk appearing insubstantial and suspiciously metaphysical.
It should be apparent from what has been said that I regard Bukan 
Pasar Malam as in the best realist tradition and comparable to Western 
novels within this tradition. This translation is therefore intended 
not simply to acquaint the non-Indonesian reader with a good example 
of Indonesian literature but to offer the book for consideration as a 
work of literature without further qualification.
Although I have tried to be as literal as possible in the transla 
tion, I have been most concerned with trying to convey the nuances and 
the connotations of the Indonesian and this sometimes required peri­
phrasis in English.
"IT'S NOT AN ALL NIGHT FAIR"
1
In fact the letter wouldnTt have been so distressing, if only I 
hadn’t previously sent a letter whose content didn’t make pleasant 
reading. This is the letter which I received.
Blora, 17 December 1949
"My dear son3
There is no greater joy on this earth than the pleasure of a 
father getting his son back again, his eldest son> the bearer of his 
father*s honor and pride, a son who for some time has been kept apart 
from the bustle of society, kept apart from normal human life.
My son>
I can imagine your inner anguish, I can imagine your suffering 
in a cramped cell, because I myself have gone through it at a time 
of the P... * rebellion, for two weeks living in three jails. From 
that time on till today every night I have prayed to Almighty God 
for the safety and happiness of the whole family from generation to 
generation. May the sins of the whole family be forgiven by Him. n
Yes, that was the beginning of the letter which I received after 
I’d been out of prison two weeks. The angry letter which I’d sent and 
this reply which I’d received brought tears to my eyes. And I made a 
promise to myself: I must keep a check on what I say.
I had no idea that my father had been imprisoned by the commu­
nists, too. And six months later another letter came from Blora.
This time it wasn’t from my father but from an uncle.
"If you can, return to Blora for a few days. Your father's ill. At 
first it was malaria and coughing. Then it became worse with piles.
And now it has been discovered that your father has T.B. He's in 
hospital now and has vomited blood four times. ”
At first, reading the news, I was shocked. There was a tightness 
in my chest. Panic followed. In my mind rose the picture: father.
Then: money. Where could I get the money for the fare? This made me
wander around the city of Djakarta--looking for friends and loans.
It was hot those days. And vehicles, tens of thousands of them, 
sprayed dust on sweating bodies. And the dust was composed of a num­
ber of things: dry snot, horse dung, bits of motor tires, bits of
* P... refers to Pesindo, a left-wing armed youth organization which joined forces 
with the PKI (Communist Party) at this period.
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tires from bicycles and betjciK* and perhaps also bits of tires of my 
own bicycle which the other day slipped along the roads which I was 
now passing. And this dust of many kinds stuck, with the sweat, like 
glue to the body. This made me swear a little--just a little--to my­
self.
Supposing I had a car--just supposing, I said--all this might not 
be happening. Then I also thought that people who do have a car cause 
a lot of trouble to those who donTt. And they don’t realize it.
Within an hour after magrib** I was successful in getting myself 
into debt. If my good friend had not been able to hand me his money 
while saying y^u can use this money for the time being, my situation 
would certainly have been more agonizing than just now. The angry 
letter which I had sent earlier had resulted in feelings of guilt lying 
heavy on my chest. And in order to remove these feelings I was obliged 
to go and meet my father who was now ill. This is what I said to my­
self.
Between the darkness and last crimson rays in the west my bicycle 
slipped along the small road in front of the palace. The palace-- 
bathed in electric light. God knows how many thousands of watts. I 
didn’t know. I calculated along these lines: the electricity in the
palace is at least five kilowatts. And supposing it wasn’t enough, 
someone just had to take up a telephone, and the palace would get more.
The President, of course, was a practical man--not like those who 
struggled for life at the side of the road day after day. If you’re 
not the President or a minister and you want to get an increase of 
electricity, thirty or fifty watts, you have to have the nerve to give 
two or three hundred rupiah in the way of a bribe. It really isn’t 
practical. And if the people in the palace want to go to A or to B 
everything is in readiness--planes, cars, cigarettes and money. And 
just to get to Blora I have to first go around Djakarta and contract a 
debt. A life like that’s really not practical.
And if you become President and your mother’s ill or suppose it’s 
your father or someone from your close family--tomorrow or the next day 
you can visit them. And supposing you’re a minor official whose salary 
is only enough to allow you to go on breathing, even asking for leave 
to go is difficult. Because the petty heads of offices feel big if 
they can deny their staffs something.
All of this simply expressed the resentment in my heart. Democ­
racy really is a beautiful system. You are allowed to become Presi­
dent. You are allowed to choose the job you like. You have the same 
rights as everyone else. And it’s democracy which makes it so that I 
don’t need to sembah*** or bow to the President or ministers or other
* A betjak is a pedicab or a kind of trishaw in which the pedaler is at the back 
of the carriage.
** Magrib: Moslem prayer performed at dusk--about 6 o’clock in Indonesia.
*** Sembah, a particular formal gesture of deference, done by placing the palms of 
the hands together before one's face, thumbs close to the nose, and bowing one’s 
head slightly.
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important people. Honestly this, too, is one of democracy's victories. 
And you are allowed to do whatever you want, provided that it's within 
the sphere of the law. But if you don't have money, you will be so 
paralyzed, you won't be able to move. In a democratic country you're 
allowed to buy whatever you like. But if you don't have money, you're 
only allowed to look at those goods you'd like to have. This too is a 
kind of victory for democracy.
All this filled my thoughts while I was pedaling with the borrowed 
money in my pocket. And, yes, even a loan is on act of generosity or 
even of humanity when times are tight.
Debts! Presidents! Ministers! Excellencies! And diseases!
Cars! Sweat and dust of horse dung! --My heart cried out.
2
Early in the morning the first train had already rolled out on 
its track from Gambir station. The high mound of red earth which I 
always used to see in the Japanese period whenever I went to Blora now 
stood there only a quarter of its aize. It had been washed down by 
the rains. Dug up. Swept away by the rains. Suddenly I shuddered 
seeing the mound of red earth in the station at Djatinegara. Was not 
the life of men every day dug up, washed down, and swept away, too, 
like that mound of red earth?
That morning a thin mist still curtained my view. And I dragged 
my gaze away from the window--so as not to see the mound of earth.
What came into my mind was father. Was not my father's life also dug 
up, washed down, and swept away, too? And because I had a wife, and 
my wife was sitting beside me, I looked across at her. I said:
"We're not going for a honeymoon. What we're doing now is going 
on a pilgrimage to a man who's sick."
The rattle and roar of the train which was beginning to move off 
again made it so I couldn't hear what she said. I could only see her 
mouth mumbling. And I said again:
"Tomorrow at twelve noon we'll be in Blora."
I saw her nod. Then again I looked out of the train. The morning 
mist, as time went by, grew thinner. Then Klender, too, became visible 
from the train window. The skeletons of armored cars, bren carriers 
and trucks lay sprawled out in the fields and at the side of the road-- 
English guns that had been put out of action by the corps of pemuda, * 
and also put out of action by their own leaders. And I remembered all 
of a sudden: the troops of pemuda who were so hard pressed by the
wealth of artillery of the foreign troops that eventually they crossed 
the Tjakung river.
Then the train, too, reached Tjakung. There were a lot of my 
memories bound up with that little village. Tjakung--in the surrounds
* The pemuda were idealistic young militants many of whom became guerrillas and 
fought strenuously for the independence of Indonesia.
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of the rubber plantation where one after the other the troops of pemuda 
and then the foreign troops had been entrapped.
I drew at a cigarette. And the chill of the morning together with 
the chill of the wind weren't so noticeable now. The rice-fields, some 
fallow and some ready for harvesting, pursued each other in turn. And 
in the old days a Dutch Piper Cub would sometimes hurl grenades at 
farmers in those fields. Sometimes, too, the plane would land in the 
fallow fields and steal the goats of the villagers. Yes, all that 
came back to me now. And in those grasses too some of the comrades 
holding the railway line as their front had lain stretched out dead 
and their blood had soaked that grass which was always green.
"What time do we get to Semarang?" my wife asked.
"Four."
And I pursued by memories again. Krandji, Tambun, Tjikarang--the 
chain of defenses before the first military action. And the train 
hurried on with all its speed. And suddenly I remembered again my 
uncle's letter: vomited blood four times. And my memory halted and 
hovered around the word, blood. Then I remembered also the way the 
letter continued:
"I think your father can't be expected to recover. You can come 
home, can't you? Of course you can come home."
I shivered right through my body--like having malaria. And the 
soldiers' one-act play disappeared from my thoughts. It was my father 
who was pictured again.
"Let's not stay too long in Blora," said my wife. I looked at my 
wife. I felt my forehead thicken with wrinkles. And I replied curtly:
"We'll see what the situation's like first." For a moment the 
image of my father disappeared.
"Perhaps if you stay too long, I'll be forced to come home ahead 
of you."
I was annoyed.
She looked closely at me. Before --before we were engaged--her 
eyes had seemed really beautiful to me. But the beauty had gone now. 
Yes, her eyes were like the eyes of anybody else and didn't interest 
me. And I returned her gaze. Perhaps my rotten eyes*--and I'd known 
they were rotten since I was small--didn’t interest her anymore either. 
I replied:
"That's up to you."
My head and also my eyes were withdrawn from the direction of her 
gaze and I looked again out of the window.
* By rotten, I think, is meant the fact that his eyes are small and dull, irregularly 
placed, since most Indonesians find this unattractive and prefer eyes which are 
large and open.
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We had reached Lemah Abang now.
Momentarily reminiscences of the old days has a soothing effect. 
The old days--four years ago! Without warning the Dutch had rained on 
our defenses from three directions with eight or ten howitzers. Their 
number could be calculated by the ex-artillery men of the pre-war 
Dutch Colonial Army. The people panicked. They ran to the rice- 
fields, I still remembered the time, I shouted cupping my hands over 
my mouth: Don't run! Lie flat. But they were too many, too confused,
too afraid--and they didn't hear my voice. And then I lay on my 
stomach under a large tree and I saw one, two, three, four, five shells 
from a big gun fall and explode round about the swarms of people who 
were fleeing. Blood, Victims, Corpses. And my memories went from 
blood, victims, corpses, to letter, uncle and father.
I sighed. My heart was cut through. I felt things keenly, it's 
true. And my family too was composed of people who felt things keenly.
I shut my eyes tight so as not to see the sight of the Lemah Abang 
area. But still there were pictured remnants of my memories. An ex­
traordinary side-effect of the Dutch bombardment: four sheep, dead in
front of their pen. And something harrowing: an old sheep, pregnant,
with its eyes fixed on the sky, its head resting against the support 
of a tethering post, its two back feet kneeling, with its front feet 
still standing upright--and the sheep was already dead. When I shook 
the sheep's body a little, it fell to the ground. It didn't move. 
Honestly--it was already dead. A comrade said just out that sheep up.
I looked at the eyes, staring and white. There was a shuddering in my 
chest. I ran back. And that image of the sheep, its eyes fixed on 
the sky, I carried about in my head for three days. Sheep! My mem­
ories moved on--the sheep became a man and the man was my father.
I sighed.
There was also a shudder in my chest; I moaned.
"What's the matter?" my wife asked.
"I've probably caught a chill," I replied.
"Put on your jacket."
And I now put on the jacket again which I had taken off after 
stowing the luggage in the rack at Gambir. At that time after getting 
that done I had felt too hot. The feeling of heat had been made worse 
by the fear that we wouldn't get seats.
She did up the buttons.
"You get a chill very easily," my wife added.
I let this reminder of hers lie.
Now my thoughts pictured the grave--mankind's final place. But 
sometimes mankind does not find a place in the womb of the earth. Yes, 
sometimes. Sailors, soldiers in wartime--frequently they don't get a 
final resting place. And my thoughts imagined:--supposing it was 
father who didn't get a place.
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I shivered.
My eyes grew moist. But tears didn't fall.
"Ah, I don't want to follow through all the images in my mind."
I cried to myself.
Then 1 thought: what if I was to win a lottery. This was a
splendid daydream. And this daydream ended with the old thought: in
the end man dies. Dies. Is ill. And illness brought my thoughts 
back to my father.
Again I sighed.
"Let's hope uncle was too hasty in writing that letter," said my 
wife. "Let's hope that father's condition is not so bad as it's been painted."
Again I looked at those eyes which didn't interest me very much 
any more. This time she lowered her eyes and touched up her hair 
which had been disarrayed by the wind.
"Let's hope so," I said.
I looked out of the window again. Rubber plantations followed, 
fast one after the other. Small towns which I often used to pass 
through before, I now passed through again. And scores of memories, 
some bitter, some pleasant, invaded my thoughts at their own will.
And it was then that I realized: sometimes a man isn't strong enough
to fight against his own memories. And I smiled at my realization.
Yes, sometimes unconsciously man is too strong and drowns his own 
awareness. I smiled again.
"What's the time, mas?"* my wife asked.
My eyes looked towards her. Again my glance met with those eyes 
that were once pretty and which didn't interest me any more now. Just 
for a moment. Then I dropped my gaze to my watch. I replied:
"It's almost nine."
"Maybe the telegram has already been sent."
"Let's hope so," I said.
And I looked out of the window again. Now it was the telegram 
which was pictured in my thoughts. There was a possibility that the 
telegram, which ran, arriving tomorrow with wife, might act as a medi­
cine for father. In fact that hope was no longer an original one.
The night before a friend had said, You've been in prison for a long 
time--two and a half years! And during that time your father must cer­
tainly have been longing for your coming home. Not only that. I'm 
sure he's been worrying about your situation too. And it was that 
which prompted me to send--I mean told me to send--the telegram. And
* Mas, used especially of elder brothers, is a common form of address in Central and 
East Java for a man older than oneself. It is commonly used by a wife addressing 
her husband.
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the same friend also said, Go. Perhaps your coming may act as an 
effective medicine for him.
Thoughts like those died suddenly the moment my eyes fell on a 
village in the middle of rice-fields blanketed by thick bamboos and 
trees. I knew very well how things were in that little village. That 
village had been under the control of bandits. Once I--in my company 
--had been on patrol there and had made a long report. And the report 
grew brittle in a cupboard. And I struck up a friendship with a pretty 
girl. Because the village was in the hands of a landlord, my thoughts 
came to the conclusion: she must be a half-caste. But I don't care.
And her father promised me: If you marry my daughter, sir^ you won't
need to work. The rice-fields are plentiful enough. And sir3 you can 
take half of my rice-fields. And I became heady at hearing this offer. 
At that time poverty was always flying about in the air and swooping 
down at my head. Yes, those days I was always smiling because of that 
promise. But the patrol couldn't stay longer than a night and a day. 
And our company went back to base.
Subsequently I went back there again. But the pretty girl had 
already been carried away by the bandits. And I came back with regrets 
and also with a feeling of pleasure because the attempt to pawn myself 
hadn't come off. But the beauty of the girl and her fate kept hounding 
me in my thoughts.
Then I spoke to myself like this:
"Now she's living comfortably with the bandit who carried her off. 
She's already got two children now. Her body's wrapped in silks and 
jewelry of gold and precious stones."
The train was traveling fast. And that village, too, was wiped 
away from view, from memory.
I coughed.
"You're too close to the window,” said my wife.
And we changed places . I tightened the collar of my j acket around my 
neck. Then I lay back. Closed my eyes. Dozed. But sleep couldn't 
follow with its security. The train became fuller and fuller with new 
passengers. So I opened my eyes again. We had come to an area which 
had just recently been freed from the threat and terror of Darul Islam* 
and we saw bits of telegraph wire, some broken off, some sticking out 
of bent-over telegraph poles and straggling over the ground.
"Wah. The telegram doesn't have a chance of getting there," I
said.
"Yes. The telegram doesn’t have a chance of getting there," my 
wife agreed.
The train went on. Went on. Went on - -
Semarang.
* Darul Islam was a fanatical, terrorist Muslim organization which operated in sev­
eral places in Central and West Java, after independence and was not finally sup­
pressed until 1962.
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We stayed the night in a hotel. The hotel was incredibly dirty. 
But we were able to rest contentedly.
3
We set out for the station before dawn and queued up to buy tick­
ets. And the train followed the shore of the Java Sea. Sometimes our 
train raced cars and we watched the sight with annoyance. Dust which 
was raised by the cars--dust which was mixed with various kinds of 
horse and human dung, snot, spit--rose in clouds and settled on our 
skin. Sometimes we came across small children shouting at us, at the 
same time stretching out their caps--begging. And this kind of thing 
had been going on since the railway line first opened and the train 
had sped out along its rails. When people threw their leftover food 
to them, they scrambled for it. But what I’m saying isn’t really im­
portant .
The train went on and on. When it got to Rembang it began to 
veer south and pass through the teak forests and the rice-fields. The 
closer we came to the town of my birth the clearer I pictured the 
narrow roads, the poor inhabitants, and father. Sometimes deer came 
into view running hard, frightened by the rumble of the train. And 
they ran into the scrub with their front legs and their back legs al­
most crossed, and their bellies doubled under them so that you could 
see the hunch on top.
The conductor who punched the tickets was still the same conductor 
as when I was a boy and often went to Rembang to see the seashore when 
the holidays came. But the conductor was already old and didn’t recog­
nize me. He didn’t notice the people in the train. The only thing he 
noticed was the tickets.
I looked at my wife and said:
’’Look how beautiful the forest is.”
Without saying anything my wife bent her head to look out of the 
window. Then she drew her head back in again and rested it against a 
corner of the train seat.
I looked at the beauty of the forest. I, too, had once gone into 
it--once when I was still a boy-scout and made a pilgrimage to the 
grave of Raden Adjeng Kartini.* The grave was not far from our train 
right now. Suddenly a ravine burst into view below my eyes. And spon­
taneously I cried:
’’Look at that ravine. How deep it is!”
I looked at my wife. She opened her eyelids. And then the eye­
lids dropped and closed again.
* Kartini was a Javanese noblewoman (1879-1904) who campaigned for female emancipa­
tion in Indonesia by establishing educational institutes for girls. A national 
holiday in her honor is celebrated on April 21 every year. Pramoedya has written 
a two-volume biography of her entitled Panggil Aku Kartini Sadja (Call me simply 
Kartini) (Bukittinggi: Nusantara, 1962).
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I sighed.
I wanted to introduce her to the beauty of my home region with 
its ravines and its forests, with its deer and its monkeys. Yes, I 
wanted to very much.
Our train passed through stations and stopping places of which 
just the floors were left, lime-kilns, and piles of teak. And all of 
it brought back to me memories of my childhood when I had often gone 
sight-seeing on my bicycle in and out of the forest. Yes, it was a 
beautiful time, my spent childhood. And now I hymned its beauty in my 
memories.
When the train came within the city limits of Blora, I saw the 
square--and in the old days the buildings which had stood on the 
square. All at once I thought: it is the war which has destroyed
those buildings. And a curiosity drove me to keep on looking out.
Then suddenly I said:
"Let's hope the telegram got there anyway. And let's hope there's 
somebody at the station to meet us."
My wife opened her eyes. And as we looked at each other I said:
"We've arrived in Blora."
She packed things up. And I packed things up. Then the train 
stopped in the station of Blora. Again I poked my head out. But my 
eyes didn't light on anyone who I hoped might have come to meet us.
And indeed the telegram, of course, hadn't arrived.
We carried our belongings. And the pony-trap which brought us to 
the house which 1 had abandoned all this time went along as calmly as 
it used to before. And the old cabman urged on his horse continually 
with his whip and with words--simply out of habit. There were many 
ruined buildings along the road. Of the P.T.T.* building which had 
been the pride of the people of the little town of Blora, there re­
mained only concrete columns heaped up like pillows and bolsters. I 
took a deep breath. The pillar which commemorated forty years of 
Wilhelmina's rule was still standing. But its former beauty had gone. 
And the pillar was now painted pink. And I didn't understand why. 
Perhaps it was the "red" troops who had painted it when they had occu­
pied our town.
And when our pony-trap stopped in front of the house which I'd 
left so long ago, my young brothers and sisters called out happily:
"Mas has come. Mas has come."
But they didn't want to come close, rather they kept their dis­
tance- -those that were not yet grown up. Perhaps it was that they 
were shy because I now had a wife, a wife who was. at that moment 
standing beside me. I didn't really know. Only those brothers and 
sisters who were already grown up came and helped me to carry out 
belongings.
* P.T.T.--Post, Telegraph and Telephone, i.e., the Central Post Office building.
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When I entered the house, my head bumped against the roof beam. 
And then it struck me, I've become tall now. When I left this house, 
that roof beam was still high above my head.
4
We sat in the room at the front. My little brothers and sisters 
who were not yet adult and who appeared to be hesitant and like young 
pets, now began to come closer. And we chatted a lot about Djakarta, 
about Semarang, and about cars. Chatting is one kind of work that 
isn't boring but pleasant, and usually goes on and on. And then I 
asked:
"How's father's health?"
Everyone was silent. And there wasn't one pair of eyes that met 
mine. The talking which had gone on for a long time and which had 
been so pleasant stopped all at once. An atmosphere of earnestness 
replaced it. And I asked again:
"How's father’s health?"
And my second sister, the third after me, replied slowly and 
carefully.
"We got the pills and blankets you sent for father. And I also 
got your postal order, and I used it to buy milk and eggs as you 
asked."
My wife and I listened in silence. She went on.
"I also got the shirt for father from the post-office. The 
blankets, the shirt and the pills I've already taken to the hospital. 
But father said, just take them all home. So I brought them back."
I was startled and asked:
"And the pills?"
"He has already gone through one tube.”
I felt a bit happier.
"And the milk and the eggs?" I asked again.
"Father doesn't like them. I'm fed up with eggs and milk, father said."
I couldn't say anything. I looked at my wife. But from the ex­
pression on her face I got no reply. I cast a glance outside the 
house. I could see the orange tree which father had planted long ago. 
The tree had withered and was almost dead now.
"And father's health?" I repeated my question. My sister, the 
same one, didn't reply. Her eyes became red and moist.
"Why don't you answer?" I said, afraid.
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"Yesterday and the day before, father just smiled--he smiled a 
lot. But just now, just now
She was silent. I didn't force her to carry on with what she was 
saying. I was silent too. For quite some time we bowed our heads.
Even the youngest child who had begun to dare to ask questions didn't 
say a word. It was only half past twelve. And the sound of frying in 
the kitchen could be heard plainly. And then my sister continued in a 
voice that was still slow, obscure and careful:
"...and this morning... father didn't smile any more. His voice 
had become so low it was almost inaudible."
She didn't go on.
"And what did the doctor say?" I asked.
"The doctor never says anything to us. There’s only the one 
doctor here. And there isn't even enough medicine."
And then my first brother, who, as it happened, had got leave 
from his commanding officer, said:
"I've already asked the doctor about father's health. He said,
I know what your father's illness is."
"Is that all he said?" I asked.
"Yes that is all--then I was asked to leave."
Again an atmosphere of earnestness was felt. Each person was 
lost in his own feelings and thoughts. Without my realizing it my 
second sister turned the conversation in a new direction. She said 
that my sister, the one just above her, who was already married, was 
in Blora at the moment. And quickly I asked:
"Where is she now?"
Her hand pointed to the door of a room. And everyone's eyes 
followed the direction in which she was pointing. And in my mind I 
pictured the face of my sister--and in the picture she was thin. I 
knew she was not well. But my lips said:
"Ask her to come out."
My sister went and opened the door of the room gently. Everyone's 
eyes were on her. She disappeared into the room. Then she came back 
out with her eyes red. Half-crying she said:
"Mbak's* still sleeping."
And we chatted about other things. But soon my sister, the one 
who was ill, was imagined again in my mind. It was simply on her 
account that I had sent the letter to father--that letter which was 
harsh because he didn't do anything about her illness. But at that 
time I was still in prison. And father had replied:
* Mbak is the female equivalent of mas and is used of elder sisters.
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Yes, my son, throughout my fifty-six years of life I've known that 
men's efforts and ohoioes are very limited. I wouldn't have let 
your sister go sick if I had any control over man's fate. She con­
tracted the illness when she, too, was surrounded by red troops in 
the marsh area, the malaria area. And perhaps you yourself can 
understand what the situation was with medicines in the war zone 
— especially if one wasn’t a soldier.
This reply melted my anger. And I heard in my breast the question 
"Was I wrong to send that harsh letter?" And the reply came by itself, 
"Yes, you were wrong." And because of that reply I felt guilty up till 
now--for I still hadn't met father again. But the continual flow of 
conversation took away all unpleasant memories. I saw the six brothers 
and sisters who were gathering around us--me and my wife--beginning to 
feel free of the atmosphere of earnestness. But I was still preoccu­
pied with oppressive thoughts and memories.
For an hour we talked. I knew this from my watch. And then I 
looked at the smallest child and said slowly:
"Go, look at your elder sister, maybe she's already woken up."
He got up. And went right up to just in front of the door and 
called out in his child's voice:
"Mbak, mbak, mas has come."
He disappeared into the room.
No one watched him. The conversation picked up again. And then 
the young child came out of the room and the talking died. The child 
approached me. He whispered, "Mbak's crying."
I took a deep breath.
Slowly I got up. Went to the room. And stretched out on the 
iron bedstead without a mosquito-net, with only half a piece of kain* 
for a blanket, was my sister. She had covered her eyes with her arm. 
And I lifted her arm away. I saw a pair of eyes looking at me. And 
the eyes were red and filled with tears. I hugged her. She cried and 
I cried too. And through my tears I heard my own voice saying:
"Why are you so thin?"
She brought her crying more under- control, so that it wouldn't 
become a torrent. And then I did the same.
"I've been ill a long time, mas," I heard her broken voice say.
"Have you been to the doctor?" I asked--in a broken voice as well.
"I've been to the doctor, but it's still just the same," came her broken voice.
"Perhaps it would be better if you went to a big town. There are
many specialists there,” in my broken voice.
* Kain, a standard piece of cloth.
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There were only sobs.
"Have you had any children, 'dikl"*
"Yes, mas."
"Where are they?"
My crying was already calmer. But my sister's sobs increased now. 
She replied in an empty voice:
"He's no more, mas. He's no more ..."
She withdrew the arm which I was holding and again she covered 
her eyes. I took out my handkerchief and I wiped away her streaming 
tears.
"What do you mean by no more?" I asked.
"My child was born when it was only six months. It cried once.
I was there to hear it cry. Then God asked for him back."
Once more I cried. Once more she cried. I heard nothing now 
except the storm which beat in my chest. And what I saw was only an 
emaciated body, a piece of blanket cloth, a mattress which only half- 
covered the bedstead, and iron-work together with criss-crosses of 
bamboo beside the mattress sticking out.
"You're still young, love, and you've still the hope of having 
other children," I said to cheer her. "Where's your husband?"
"Training in Semarang, mas."
The crying of us both in that room eased. Finally it died.
I arranged her blanket. I kissed my sister on the cheek and said:
"Go to sleep."
She withdrew her arm from her eyes. She was calm now. Slowly 
she closed her eyelids. Once more I kissed her cheek which had once 
been full but which was now withered. Then I left the room.
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The only transportation that most people in our small town can use 
is the pony-trap. The hospital lay two kilometers from our house. So 
on that afternoon we took a pony-trap to the hospital. Four of us 
went--I, my wife, my second sister and a young brother.
The hospital looked quiet. And patients from the charity ward 
sat outside on the verandah looking for lice in their hair, chatting, 
or dozing in their ward.
Room number thirteen--my father's room.
* 'Dik, short for adik, is a form of address to younger brothers or sisters.
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We entered slowly. The creaking of the door made father's eyes 
turn towards us. I saw father smile--the smile of a man who's satis­
fied with the life he's had on earth.
My wife and I walked in front and approached the bed. Suddenly I
saw the smile disappear. And father's eyes rested on my face. Then I
heard his voice which was almost inaudible:
"You!"
I moved closer to the bed.
Now father's eyes were closed. And blue circles surrounded the 
eyelids. Then I saw the tears gathering in his hollow eyes. And the 
tears stayed at the corners of his eyes--they didn't flow. And I also 
saw father's lips moving. I knew: father was crying and the crying
had no strength to it. I looked toward the window, in the direction 
of the mortuary. I drew long deep breaths, one after the other.
Quickly I took father's hand. And now I saw his body which had
once been so robust and now looked as thin as a slat of wood. I saw 
father open his eyes. Carefully and painfully he raised his hand 
which was now bone and skin. He stroked my hair. I heard his voice 
which was low, indistinct, empty and without strength:
"When did you arrive?"
"At twelve o'clock this afternoon, father."
"That was quick. Did you come by plane?"
"By train, father."
Father didn't say any more. He closed his lusterless eyes. I 
stood up and released my grip on his hand. And I saw father regulate 
his breathing. And I also saw that the breathing didn't stop at his 
chest. The breath came and went from his stomach and his stomach was 
continuously rising and falling. At times when father was seized with 
emotion, his stomach was shaken by his breathing. And I saw also that 
father's hair, which five years ago was still black, had now become 
white. And the moustache, the hair on his cheeks, and his beard which 
were black-white-grey made father's hollow face appear dirty.
"And this is your daughter-in-law, father," I spoke again.
And again father opened his eyes. He saw the woman who for six 
months now had been my wife.
"Come here," said father weakly.
And my wife came closer, and made her sembah. At that moment I 
felt extraordinarily proud that she was willing to make the sembah to 
my father. And father stroked her hair. In a voice which was indis­
tinct, empty, low and without strength, he gave her his blessing:
"Selamat, ja, selamat, selamat. *
* Selamat, a conventional greeting of older to younger people expressing both plea­
sure at seeing someone and at the same time extending a blessing.
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Father closed his eyes again. Suddenly a storm of coughing 
seized him. And father turned his body to the wall. When father had 
some relief from the coughing I heard him say:
"Don't come too close."
And we moved back. The storm of coughing attacked again. And 
his body which looked as thin as a slat of wood was racked by it, and 
we all watched--watched with an uncontrollable wrenching of our hearts. 
That storm of coughing eased and finally died away. Father dabbed at 
his mouth which was wet with spittle and phlegm which irritated his 
skin. He reached for the spittoon which was on the chair. He spat 
into it. And when the spittoon was put back on the chair we saw that 
the recent spittle was red. Yes, dark-red--blood! But we were silent, 
as if there was a long mutual understanding between us. I heard my 
wife whisper. "Ask father how he is." Like a parrot I mouthed out:
"How are you now, father?"
"Just the same, son. But those pills of yours managed to get rid 
of the foul smell in my mouth."
I saw father smile, as if he was saying thank you for having sent 
the pills.
"What do you think about being moved to a sanatorium?" I asked.
And father closed his eyes again. I saw him shake his head--shake 
it weakly. His voice came from far away:
"0, that can't be done now, son."
We were silent. But we each knew what was going on in the other's
mind.
"Do you want some eau-de-cologne, father?"
"It would be nice if there was some."
I asked my sister to go and buy some eau-de-cologne.
"Would you like some cod-liver oil, father?"
His eyes opened. He smiled. Then his teeth showed. And his 
gums were still as pink as before. His voice came from far away.
"If I drink cod-liver oil--it will turn out to be a purgative."
I wept now, wept because I understood what would never be ex­
pressed.
Now and again we could hear the footsteps of. visitors who had 
come to visit their families clattering into the room. And father 
watched me crying. But a little later his eyes were dimmed again. I 
was losing my father, my heart said. And, although after meeting him 
I didn't feel guilty any more, but--that oil! I was going to lose my 
father. Through my tears I could see a glass of milk which was still 
full; a bunch of bananas which hadn't been touched; food heaped on a 
plate; and the spittoon a quarter filled with spittle and phlegm with
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blood in it. I was going to lose my father. I glanced back and saw 
with my eyes hazy with tears my father's eyes encircled with blue, and 
closed. Only then did I wipe my eyes.
Then, for a moment, it was very quiet.
Suddenly father's lips moved. I heard his voice coming from his 
throat, low, far-away, indistinct and without strength:
"They didn't hurt you badly in prison, did they, son?"
Father's eyes remained closed. And I said no. I could make out 
a smile on his face. And a ray of happiness was drawn across his coun­
tenance.
My wife approached the bed. She asked gently: "Would you like
to eat something, father?"
Father opened his eyes and turned his head to look at the white 
table--a hospital table--and at the plate which was still heaped with 
rice. We heard:
"Ah," but he was smiling. "Who's got the heart to eat meat the 
size of that."
And we looked at the meat piled on top of the rice--as big as the 
tip of a little finger. I bowed my head. Father's smile went away.
"What would you like to eat?" my wife asked again.
"Oh...," his smile flashed again, "I don't want to eat anything."
His eyes closed slowly. His expression was tranquil.
When my sister came back bringing the eau-de-cologne, my wife 
quickly dabbed one of father's hands with it, and she laid that hand 
on his chest.
Father opened his eyes again, and he said gratefully,
"How refreshing."
He turned his body to face us and his right hand groped under his 
pillow. Then he brought out a pocket watch from underneath.
"It's half-past five. How quickly the day has gone."
I looked at my wrist-watch and the hands showed half-past six. 
Outside it was beginning to grow dark. And my sister who had come 
with us whispered:
"If father looks at his watch that means we're being asked to
leave."
I looked at my sister's face. But she was whispering in earnest. 
And father watched us all from his bed.
"Father, it's late." I said, "Excuse us if we go now."
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Father smiled and nodded his head.
"Father--excuse us," said my wife.
"Father, excuse us," said my sister.
Father smiled again.
But my youngest brother went out of the door before us. We bowed 
slightly out of respect and left that room number thirteen. Outside 
I called the child:
"You must ask father to be excused."
He went back into the hospital room. And when he came out again 
I saw that he was crying--it was a crying which he tried to check.
His eyes were red.
"Why are you crying?" I asked.
But he didn't answer. For a long time we waited for a pony-trap 
to pass. And while we were waiting in front of the hospital, my 
brother kept on crying.
"Why is he crying?" I asked my sister.
"He always cries when he comes home from the hospital."
And I didn't ask any further.
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That evening my brother was still crying--three hours later.
When we had all gathered in the front room talking together he had 
stayed by himself in the back room. Several times I called him but he 
wouldn't come. He was crying himself out. Four times I asked his 
elder sister to bring him into the front room, but he refused to come.
From the front room I saw him open his school books still crying. 
He read crying. He wrote crying. Slowly I got up from where I was 
sitting and approached him. He was studying Geography--but he was 
still crying too. And also crying, he learned by heart the names of 
places in Asia.
"Why do you keep on crying?"
At once, he shut his books. But reply? --no! He didn't want to 
talk. He kept on crying. I hugged him and I kissed his wet cheek.
I know, my brother, I know: you're crying for father who's sick. And
I came out with:
"Have you eaten?"
He only shook his head and wiped his tears on my lap.
"You'll come and sleep with me, won't you?"
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"No.”
"Let's go and sit out in front with the others."
"No."
I let him down from my lap and he ran away still crying. He dis­
appeared into his room. And he didn't appear again. From where I sat 
all I could hear were his sobs rising and falling as if they were try­
ing to call something which couldn't be called by a human voice.
Slowly I went back into the front room and continued talking about 
Djakarta, about Semarang, about cars, and about the many car thieves 
in Djakarta.
Then there came my uncle with his wife. And because it was the 
custom in our kampung that children couldn't join in the grown-ups' 
conversation, they left the front room and went to the back to study.
And as usual on the occasion of a meeting which marks the end of 
a long separation I heard:
"How are things?"
And I replied fine. And my wife was introduced to my uncle and 
his wife. The talking resumed. We each questioned and were questioned 
in turn. Coffee filled in the gaps. Then we became chatty. We came 
to:
"It looks as if your father is beyond help."
I watched my uncle's lips and his voice went on:
"Perhaps it would be a good idea to get some help from a dukun
I looked carefully at his eyes. And his eyes looked at me in 
earnest. I also heard:
"I myself have only been to the hospital twice. Not because I 
don't want to go. 1 haven't the heart. That body which used to be so 
strong is now just bones. That ringing voice which used to slice 
through any opponent at every meeting now doesn't have any more 
strength. Those eyes which always made others bow their heads don't 
shine anymore. No.. No.. I don't have the heart to see them."
I bowed my head. It was as if hi.s voice emphasized one thought: 
your father must die. I sipped my coffee and coughed a little.
"I don't know. I don't understand." I cried out weakly.
"Yes, I, too, don't understand. I don't know. I'm confused, too."
Before my eyes arose the black night--really black.
"Have you already been to the hospital?" *
* A dukun is a folk-doctor to whom various magical powers including prescience are 
often ascribed. It is a common practice among both the educated and the illiterate 
to consult a dukun if someone is ill, or something is lost, or for similar reasons.
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"Just this afternoon."
"How was your father?"
"I don't understand. I don't know." Again I cried weakly--so 
weakly my voice was almost inaudible.
"Perhaps your father has missed you for too long. How would it 
be if you stayed with him in the hospital? And if you wanted to write, 
you could write there."
I scratched my head in bewilderment. I said very slowly:
"To tell you the truth, I can't bear to look at father as he is 
now. I can't bear it. I haven't the heart."
We were all five of us silent.
"How's he eating?" my uncle suddenly asked. And my second brother 
replied sadly,
"Worse than yesterday or the day before."
"Let's hope that your coming brings him some relief."
"Let's hope so," we prayed.
But his voice was without conviction. And I felt that he didn't 
believe what he was saying himself. We were silent again. And every­
one's thoughts pictured father's body slack and motionless on the 
hospital bed like a slat of wood. And we could hear, too, the coughing 
coming from right inside, weak, with hardly any force, a hollow, hack­
ing cough. And I heard, too, "Oh ... I don’t want to eat anything."
"Tomorrow we'll look for a dukun." My uncle looked at me.
And I nodded. Together we sipped our coffee which was still warm. 
Our talk became chat. And our conversation again turned to Djakarta, 
Semarang, and car thieves.
Suddenly came:
"Where are you working now?"
"Balai Pustaka*--but I'd only been there three days when I left 
to come here."
"What did your boss say?" he asked.
"What did my boss say? He has no rights over what I say or over 
me personally."
The conversation died again. We went back to sipping coffee.
"It's not that which worries me so much," I said, "but the conse­
quences of this." I continued rather more slowly. *
* Balai Pustaka is the official state publishing house originally set up by the 
Dutch under the name Volkslectuur.
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"Yes," said my uncle.
And I didn't know whether he'd said this yes consciously or not.
I saw him looking at my coffee cup vacantly. He, too, was confused.
I heard him take a deep breath and he looked across at me. He said:
"And what are your plans now?"
"I don't know. I don't understand. I'm too confused."
I glanced at my wife. She was contemplating the darkness through 
the open door. I looked at my aunt. She was looking at a photograph 
on the wall by the light of the kerosene lamp on the table.
I sighed. And the night deepened.
7
I got up at nine in the morning. It was only after I'd washed 
that I got an opportunity to look around the house and the yard. In 
fact taking a wash wasn't a real wash. The water in our small town 
was thick with mud. We couldn't hope for piped water from a reservoir 
here. Perhaps it was this muddy washing water which made the inhabi­
tants of our little town different from the inhabitants of big towns 
where the water was piped regularly from a reservoir, clear and good. 
Here people walked around with their skin cracked and split.
The house which I'd lived in when I was small was now visibly 
slanting. Some of the wall had already given way through age. The 
earth in our district is earth mixed with lime and clay. In the dry 
season, the clay earth cracks and tears up the stone floors.
In the garden, near the fence, I met our neighbor who was the 
same as before--he was a goat butcher.
"You've come, have you, gus*?" he asked with respect. "Aduh, 
you've been away so long, and now when you've come back, your father's 
sick."
I smiled at his interest. I replied:
"Yes, the war separated us for such a long time."
"You're grown up now. You've a wife, too."
I smiled again at his interest. Next I heard:
"There was a story that you were in prison."
I smiled again.
"Your father told us. You were beloved by the Dutch, he said. 
You had to stay with them. How many months were you in prison, gus?"
* Gus, a shortened form of agus, is an appellation used for a small boy and, by ex­
tension, for a young man by an older person.
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And I answered his question. And then I followed up my reply
with:
nBloraTs just the same as when I left it. Many new houses have
been built and the old ones are now slanting.M I looked in the direc­
tion of our house. I went on, MOur house, too, is tumbled down."
"Yes, gus. It was I who built that house long ago. At that time
you were only just able to crawl. Twenty-five years ago. And all 
this time your house has never been repaired. Just think. Twenty- 
five years. That's no short time if you think about the poor quality 
of the earth here. Just look at those walled houses which were built 
after yours--all of them are already in ruins, falling to bits and 
split through. But your house is still strong." And now his voice 
became the voice of an old man giving advice. "If you can, gus, if 
you can, please try to repair your house. You've been away too long, 
and for too long you haven't mixed with the people here. Therefore 
maybe it's good if I repeat to you the old saying: If a house is
falling apart, the people who live in it are falling apart3 too."
He was silent. He wiped his old mouth. Then he bent his head. 
His eyes were looking at the big toe of his foot which he was idly 
moving. Then he went on in an apologetic tone:
"Your father's been in hospital forty days." And then his words 
came even more slowly. "A little while ago your father had just come 
out of hospital. And his health was good. His character seemed very 
much changed. Before he never cared about anything except his work 
and a game of cards, lately he was always at home. Then suddenly we 
heard the news that he was sick again and had been taken to hospital."
I didn't comment on what he said. But he went on. Now in the 
tones of one giving advice:
"I hope your father will recover quickly thanks to your coming. 
And again...and again... what the old folks used to say, you still 
remember don't you? You still remember what I said to you just now?
If a house is falling apart..."
"Yes," I took up.
"You're the eldest child, gus. I hope--even though I'm not one 
of your kin or your close family--that you'll look after your house."
I nodded--but it was a heavy nod, made heavy by calculations as 
to the cost of wood, cement, nails. And I saw that the old man, too, 
understood the heaviness of the nod. But he didn't say anymore. And 
I, too, didn't say anymore. We had come to the end of what we wanted 
to say. This was a good opportunity to withdraw.
I looked at the well, too. It was twenty-five years old also.
The bricks had already begun to crumble in places, where people had 
been too rough in dipping for water. And the floor which surrounded 
the well had disappeared, sunk into the earth. In our poor area it's 
seldom that people dare to make wells. And in our dry area, a well is 
one of men's central concerns in life, besides rice and salt. And so, 
even if the well has been made at one's own expense, it eventually 
becomes common property. People who make wells are people who've 
contributed to the common cause in our area. And when a person owns a
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well in our area, he is respected by the inhabitants: more or less.
And if you own a well here, and you shut up the well for your own per­
sonal use then you'll be shunned by people and they'll say you're mean
The house and the well filled my thoughts now. The house was 
falling apart and its people, too, were falling apart. And that after 
noon when I left for the hospital and met the goat butcher, without 
thinking about it further I came out with:
"Pak,* I'm going to repair the house."
He beamed as if the house was one of the important things in his
life.
And on the way to the hospital I thought, perhaps father will 
approve of my idea too. The nearer I got to the hospital the surer I 
was in my heart: this time I'm bringing him medicine. And the medi­
cine I gave to my father's ears to swallow was:
"Father, I'm going to repair the house."
But father was far weaker than he had been the day before. Very 
slowly he opened his eyelids and then he said with suffering:
"Yes, son, the house...the house...the house is too--too old."
It was as though he was saying something about himself.
I shut my eyes tight. He hadn't taken the medicine. For a long 
time I didn't ask him anything. And when I spoke again my words were:
"Father, what are you really thinking?"
I saw father draw breath. And I saw him search for strength in 
the breath which he had just drawn. His dry lips smiled. Then his 
eyes encircled with blue opened a little. He laughed. Some of the 
laugh I could hear, just a little of it. Then he went on in a voice 
of surrender:
"There isn't ... anything ... I'm thinking about, son," he said 
very weakly.
I cried.
Father closed his eyes again.
For a long time there wasn't any sound, neither from father, nor 
from me. Then, without any warning, I heard his voice weak, low, and 
fleeting:
"The w...well ... repair ... the wall around it."
"Yes, father." I replied.
For a long time there was no sound. Then I heard him go on:
* Pak is a mode of address for a man of an older generation.
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"P...p...people need ... water," he paused rather long and then 
went on, "in their 1...lives."
He opened his eyes again. He looked at me. His mouth smiled: 
he thrust at me a meaning which wasn't expressed in words. Quickly, 
forcing myself to smile, I replied:
"Yes, father."
And his eyes closed again, just for a moment. Suddenly his whole 
body was racked. His eyes were open but they didn't look at anything. 
Then a storm of coughing seized him. And when he was like that, there 
wasn't anybody in the whole world who could ease his suffering. And I 
could only look on with a feeling of pain spreading in my chest. His 
pale face became bluish with the coughing. And when the coughing had 
relaxed I heard him say quickly:
"There's all sorts in a man's life."
He turned his head and looked at me. He called me:
"Come here. Close," he said quickly. "You're just married, my 
son. With a g-girl from...from...Pasundan.* You must...must remember 
that people's outlook in this area, Central Java, is...is different 
from that of people...who were born in, in, in West Java. You under­
stand?"
"I understand, father," I said carefully.
"So, son, watch what you say and what you do; I hope--I hope, 
yes, I hope you won't hurt, hurt, hurt her feelings."
Father was silent. He looked at me with a look which implied 
great hopes. Slowly his eyes closed. Quickly I said:
"Yes, father."
He cleared his throat a few times swallowing the globs of phlegm.
"It's already night," he added.
And I remembered what my sister had said: this was a sign I
should go. I approached my father's bed and gently felt his dry feet. 
My heart was torn. Weren't these feet once like my feet and hadn't 
they wandered here and there? And now these feet were lying idly on a 
mattress of a hospital bed. It wasn't his wish. No. It wasn't his 
wish. It seems that men don't forever have free use of their bodies 
and their lives. And some day this would be true of my feet. I saw 
father open his eyes at my touch. And I also saw him smile--but it 
wasn't the smile of a person who was living--it was a strange smile, a 
smile which contained a warning. 'This life, son, this life doesn't 
have any value at all. Just wait till the moment comes and then you'll 
realize that God created man on this earth in vain.'
I bowed my head. I said softly:
* Pasundan is West Java, the Sunda region, and is considered to be quite different 




Father took out his watch. He looked at it a moment then his 
glance was directed at me. He nodded. And with a heavy tread I went 
leaving that house of the sick--a house which was the abode of those 
who weren't free to use their own bodies and their own lives.
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Perhaps because I've several times seen strange things in this 
world, and perhaps also, because I've four or five times practiced 
mysticism, or perhaps because I'm weak, or perhaps because of other 
reasons which I'm not aware of, I still somehow believe in the power 
of dukun. I don't clearly know why.
And after the beating of the big mosque drum at magrib we--I and 
my uncle--left to look for a dukun. In fact the words look for are 
not quite appropriate, but out of respect for dukuns, these words are 
always used in our area.
The man whom we called a dukun was a teacher in a state primary 
school outside the town. The custom in our area of beginning any im­
portant conversation with trivial chat still held. So it was that we 
talked about Djakarta, about Semarang and about car thieves. And the 
dukun chatted about oranges and cassava in his yard, about his pupils, 
and about the situation during the Dutch occupation.
Finally my uncle said:
"To tell the truth we came here because we need help."
And as usual, although he already knew quite well why we had come 
our host asked us in all sincerity:
"What help do you need?"
My uncle continued with the customary forms of respect in our area
"We've come to request a medicine to cure my brother's illness."
And the dukun asked to be excused for a little while and then he 
went to the back of the house. My uncle looked at me and asked:
"I often come here if there's a problem."
But I didn't answer. Within me there was emerging a struggle-- 
the struggle which usually emerges when one is confronted with the 
power of a dukun. Could a dukun really help a sick man whom the doc­
tor himself had given up? But hope made the struggle vanish: that
dukun had the power, he must have the power. And this hope made me 
believe in him.
Then the teacher-dukun came out. His expression was clear and 
innocent like a child's and his eyes sparkled. It was easy for me to 
guess the reason: he had just finished meditating.
My uncle and I looked at him silently but he still didn't say
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anything. Two or three times he shifted his position. Then we heard 
him say slowly and earnestly:
"Yes, my friends, each man has his own destiny and there is no­
body who can change that destiny."
He was silent and looked at us in turn.
"What do you mean?" my uncle asked.
"I mean that when I meditated I didn't find anything."
He bowed his head.
We looked at him silently, our hearts thumping, wanting to know
more.
"Perhaps," he went on, this time looking at me with a long 
stare, "it's because your father is more advanced than me in these 
matters. I admit this."
"So you can't give us any help?" I asked, in a panic.
"I can only give you a sjarat*
He fumbled in his pocket and took out of it a piece of incense.
He continued in a steady voice:
"This isn't a cure, it's only a sjarat. You may dissolve it in 
your father's drinking water. Let's hope, God willing, your father 
can recover. But I myself can't say anything."
The three of us bowed our heads as though we were afraid to look 
at one another. Then I saw my uncle take the incense and put it in 
his pocket. It was only slowly that our conversation revived. Then 
the dukun reminisced.
"To tell the truth I owe a debt of gratitude to your father," he 
said. "It was he who placed me here. And I myself live now outside 
the town. I was placed here when the Dutch were still around. And 
your father ordered me to reopen the school. I said: I ’m afraid to
be a Dutch official outside town. He only laughed when he heard my 
excuse. And I explained my fear. Then he said. Trust me. Nothing's 
going to happen to you. And I, too, rolled up my sleeves and worked.
"On the opening day three times as many pupils came as in the 
Dutch period. We were short-handed at the school. And three days 
after the opening my house was visited by our troops from the edge of 
town. They said: If you continue with the opening of the school,
we’ll burn it down. Then I replied, repeating what your father had 
once said. Even in war time schools have to be open. As for the open­
ing of this school, even though it's at the expense of the Dutch Gov­
ernment, it's we who are going to enjoy the benefits. And the soldiers 
accepted the argument. The school wasn't burned down. Yes, right up
* Sjarat is a condition or conditions which, if God wills it, will achieve a cure.
A magical medicine. A regular medicine is more or less guaranteed to produce some 
physical improvement whereas a sjarat is not.
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to the present it is still standing. I came to realize later on that 
your father was in fact a leader of the guerrilla administration--even 
though he was a school inspector appointed by the Dutch."
He was silent. Then he laughed a little. Finally the conversa­
tion came round to schools and teachers. Respectfully he asked:
"How many years was your father a teacher?"
My uncle replied, pleased by the question,
"Thirty years."
"How strong he must be. Ifve only been in service eighteen years 
but I’ve already got the feeling that I’m not up to it any more. But 
who wants to be teachers apart from us here? Teachers stay teachers 
forever. But during that time their pupils become important people. 
But teachers stay teachers. During my years of service I once had a 
heart attack. And if your father now has tuberculosis after thirty 
years of service--that’s a sign of strength. He’s very strong."
He was silent and looked at the road. A truck rumbled by, going 
east, in the direction of Tjepu. From the Dutch occupation till now 
our district has often been traversed by motor vehicles, a lot more 
frequently than before the Japanese landing.
"Perhaps he caught the illness when he was a school inspector-- 
each day pedaling his bicycle fifteen to twenty kilometers," my uncle
said.
"No," said our host, "having been a teacher for all this time, I 
can say no. I assure you his illness wasn’t on account of that. Be­
cause he asked to bee one a teacher again, that was the reason. Fifteen 
to twenty kilometers pedaling a bicycle is a small matter for a teach­
er. What’s hard is teaching, swallowing the bitter taste of the 
miseducation which parents have given their children. That’s the 
thing which so easily breaks a teacher. It’s even worse in a secondary 
school such as he taught in. Working in a secondary school is rela­
tively light work if classroom discipline is maintained. Just imagine 
if the pupils in the class are altogether out of control. Just 
imagine..."
He didn’t continue. He sat in silence as if he was at that 
moment remembering a particular pupil who had once so distressed him. 
Then he continued with a voice of experience:
"Once," he said slowly, "I hit a pupil. The following day he 
asked for permission to be absent because his father had been recently 
appointed to be bupati* at Rembang. I was quite taken aback. It was 
the son of a patih** I’d hit. And who was I? I was only the son of a 
common farmer. I was terrified. The boy’s father was bound to come 
and thrash me because I’d dared to strike his son. And a week 
later..."
* A bupati is the head of a regency. There are several regencies in a province, 
which is administered by a governor.
** The rank immediately below that of bupati.
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He looked at us. I heard him gasp as if it was still that time 
when he was afraid, afraid and waiting for the arrival of his letter 
of dismissal.
"...the bupati from Rembang came in his car. When the car entered 
the school yard, there was already a feeling inside me: Now comes
the quittance. Tomorrow I probably won’t be able to come and teach 
again. And I'll probably live without the possibility of expecting a 
salary any more. And when the bupati put his feet on the threshold 
of the school, he immediately asked for me. And I faced him with a 
beating heart. But..."
He sighed deeply--a sigh of relief, and went on:
"...he hadn't come to thrash me. No. On the contrary. He 
thanked me because I'd taught his son a lesson. He himself had reached 
the point where he couldn't educate his own son, he said."
I saw him smile with relief. And his moustache, like an umbrella
over his mouth, took part in the smile of relief. He went on:
"And then I experienced a tremendous sense of joy--the most tre­
mendous in my life."
We laughed a little. Our host sucked at his moustache. Even­
tually he carried on with his story:
"Because of that, when I asked the students who were about to 
leave school, Which of you is going to go on to teacher training 
school? out of fifty pupils only three raised their hands. Apart from
them, everyone else wanted to go on to ordinary secondary school. How
sad I felt then. And I said to them, If out of fifty people only three 
want to become teachers who is going to teach your children later? And 
suppose you go on to become a general, will you be satisfied if your 
children are taught by the son of a sate-seller? None of them replied. 
Then I gave some advice to those who were going to become teachers.
If you're not absolutely sure, abandon your ideals of becoming a 
teacher, I said. A teacher is a victim} a victim forever. And his 
duty is far too heavy--opening the source of goodness which lies hidden 
in the bodies of the country 's children. And the three children said 
in earnest, We want to become teachers however hard it may be. And I 
nodded my head to the three of them."
Then I felt that family background was still absolute in the dis­
trict of Blora and that a teacher's lot--even if he is looked upon as 
a father by the people--is full of disappointments. But I didn't ask 
any more questions. I could see it all in my own family.
As we bicycled home my uncle said:
"Because I am a teacher myself, I can tell you that your father's 
influence among the teachers here is very great and much felt."
I didn't reply.
"If your father was allowed to receive visitors besides his 
family, they would all come to look in at the hospital. It's lucky 
that it’s not allowed. If it was, well I'd feel sorry for your father.
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I didn't agree or disagree. My uncle continued:
"If a dukun during his meditation can't come up with anything, 
that's a sign that .... But let's hope he'll be all right."
9
That afternoon I visited the hospital with my wife and my two 
sisters. My wife fed father some broth spoon by spoon. And it was 
then that I felt how easy it was for someone to be close to another 
through common humanity. I was moved. Truly I was moved by this 
small insignificant action. Taking it with pauses my father's throat 
swallowed the soup. And each swallow was accompanied by a clicking 
sound. Yes, it was as if the sound didn't come from his throat.
Twelve spoonfuls! How pleased I was. Usually, father didn't eat as 
much as that. And there came the voice of hope: "Perhaps father's
beginning to get better now."
I saw father close his eyes again. And his weak voice followed:
"Enough. That's enough."
My wife put the soup on the table and we sat down on the empty 
bed opposite father's. Father had become so thin. He was thinner 
than when we first came. And I remembered our conversation of the 
night before.
"We must go home soon," said my wife. "If not, our funds don't 
permit us...."
And I agreed with what she said. And when father opened his eyes,
I quickly approached his bedside. Slowly I said:
"Father, what do you think, supposing we go back to Djakarta?"
Father was silent. I looked at his eyes, circled with blue. And 
I saw tears gather in the corner of his eyes. I moved back a little, 
further away. And I saw, too, father's stomach heaving convulsively.
I was taken aback and immediately regretted having spoken that sentence. 
And when the convulsions had eased, father wiped his eyes and looked 
at my wife. I noticed the forced smile sketched on his lips. And 
then in a strained voice:
"Wait a little while, all right? Stay another week."
And my wife returned his smile and father, too, was still smiling. 
And then that smile disappeared and his eyes closed. The blue circles 
seemed to have got bluer. Then I saw his eyes grow moist again and 
his stomach begin to heave. I saw my sisters crying when they saw 
that. And I cried too. Why was I crying? I didn't know. And why 
did father ask for one more week? I didn't know. But father had asked 
for a week. And I was crying. Again there came to me that feeling: 
Father's going to leave us. Father's leaving us. And my tears streamed 
down more and more. I saw father cover his face with his white hand­
kerchief. His stomach convulsed even more. When he took away his hand 
from his face his eyes weren't moist any more but they were still 
closed. His breathing became regular again. We heard him say slowly:
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"It's already dark, my children!"
But his eyes were still firmly closed. It was only when we began 
to excuse ourselves that those eyes were opened again. We left. I 
stayed behind a little. And when the younger ones had already gone out 
of the door, I went back in. I peeped at father from behind the white 
muslin curtain. And I saw him sobbing like a man who's afraid of los­
ing something. All at once, I broke into a flood of tears which I'd 
kept pent up in my chest.
"Father! Father!" I cried in my heart.
Then I, too, ran out of the room wiping my eyes.
Again came the feeling of regret at having uttered that sentence. 
And from that day on there was a considerable change in father's 
health. In the week that followed he made lots of requests. Lele* 
fish! And my wife and my sisters cooked some lele fish. But father 
wouldn't even taste it. Then father's craving changed again. Papaya! 
And a sherbet of papaya was also made. But father only drank two 
spoonfuls. And there were many other requests. But those requests 
remained just requests. His health grew worse. The last thing he 
requested was ice. Ice!
And again ice. Although ice had been forbidden by the doctor, we 
ignored this to please father.
"Son, ice," he said when we entered his room. And after the ice 
had slid down his throat, he beamed. He said:
"My breathing, son, my breathing comes ...comes easier ...if ... 
xf ... if I take ice."
And with a feeling of anxiety we watched father sometimes eating 
whole slivers of ice.
One evening in the pitch black courtyard my uncle said:
"Your father does nothing but look at the time. And he asks for 
a lot now, and what he asks for is only because it's a passing whim. 
Both are signs that ...."
He didn't go on.
He took his bicycle which he had leaned against the post of a 
fence. Then he got on it. He looked back and said:
"I'm going home. It's already late."
And he disappeared into the blackness of the night.
What he said had a great effect on me. That, night I deliberately 
didn't go to sleep. My sister, the third child after me, stayed up 
as well.
The two of us sat opposite each other facing the oil-lamp. We 
talked about a lot that night. And I asked:
* A fresh-water fish.
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"What was it like during the 'red' occupation?"
She didn't reply to my question immediately. She thought a little. 
Only then did she reply:
"I can't say much. Father was arrested by the 'red' troops."
"Yes I've heard that. But why was he arrested?"
"I don't know, mas."
"And how did you live all the time father was in prison?"
She did not reply. I saw her eyes fill with tears. And a com­
munication which was clearer than a reply was reflected in those eyes 
filled with tears. I didn't press her.
"How did father get free from the 'reds'?"
"Father was imprisoned in the jail here, then he was marched to 
Rembang. And when they got to Rembang the Siliwangi division had al­
ready begun to enter the district and father was freed. But mother's 
brother-in-law was killed here."
"Yes. War's really a curse for man," I said, conforting her.
"War forces man to examine himself. Because, little sister, in one's 
self there lies everything there is in the world and everyone else 
feels this is so, too."
I faltered. My words were really intended for myself and were 
not meant for my sister at all. And my sister said: "Yes."
We were silent for a while. The wind blew gustily outside. And 
when the wind died down, we could hear the talking of the watchmen in 
their shelter. My sister continued:
"When father came back, he was so thin."
"And when the Dutch invaded?"
"The Dutch didn't enter Blora right away, mas. They were held up 
for several hours in Mantingan--five kilometers from here. But our 
troops didn't have any heavy arms. So the Dutch eventually entered.
But that short battle was enough to warn us to assemble our forces on 
the other side of the river."
She was silent. She looked at me. Then she pointed towards the 
south. She went on.
"And father also escaped to the other side of the river."
"And how did you and the family manage to live during that time?"
When she heard my question she hesitated. Slowly she replied:
"At first we sold whatever we could. We went into petty trading. 
People were happy to buy from us. Then they gradually began to buy on 
credit because money was hard to get. And then ... then they didn't 
want to pay their debts. It's true, mas, it was as though they were 
happy to see us go under."
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She was silent again and I saw the tears in her eyes. And they 
didn't stay in her eyes. They began to trickle and she sobbed. Then 
she finally burst into tears.
"Oh...they...as though they didn't know that father was at that 
moment fighting for the Republic."
"Let it rest, adik, let it rest. What's done is done. Don't 
grieve over it. You still have a brother. And I'm going to work as 
hard as I can for the welfare of all of you."
She wiped away her tears hurriedly.
"The world really is a strange place, little sister," I spoke 
again. "If one family succeeds in getting ahead, people become envi­
ous and angry. They always find something to hand to abuse and insult 
people behind their backs. But if a family is ruined, people gather 
to jeer them on and help to ruin them. I know, little sister, that's 
the way things are in small towns. Because the people in a small town 
don't care about anyone but themselves, their family and their sur­
roundings. It's different in a big town. There's a lot that people 
care about there. So, little sister, it's better not to interfere in 
their business. You understand, don't you?"
And once more I faltered. This advice I seemed to be giving 
myself and not her. My sister nodded, and said:
"Yes, I think so, too."
"Yes. We can't expect anything from them. If we have to expect 
at all, we have to expect from ourselves."
"Yes, mas."
"In the old days we were always happy because, because at that 
time we were still small. And now, we really feel how bitter this 
life is, when we constantly remember the malice of others. But for 
us, isn't it true that we don't need to do wrong by others?"
"It's true, mas. I don't want to do wrong by others."
"That's enough, little sister, more than enough."
We were silent again. Then in a low voice I gave her some advice 
and, as before, this advice, too, was really intended for myself.
"We'll build a new family, with our own resources and for our­
selves. It's all right if we become an island on its own in the 
middle of the ocean. If we fall, we fall without a cry. If our 
island sinks into the ocean, then we sink by ourselves and there's no 
one to see us. I too, little sister, I too, am fed up with all this. 
I'm fed up with all this empty politeness. Oh...I don't understand.
I don't know anything any more."
My sister didn't reply. And I didn't go on with what I was say­
ing. I gulped the coffee which she had put there for me. Then she 
spoke again:
"Eventually father was caught by the Dutch, too. Father came out
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of the forest and was heading for Ngawen. You haven1t forgotten Ngawen 
have you?--five kilometers to the east of Blora."
MWhy should I have forgotten? I used to go there a lot before.”
"At the time father was sleeping in a small mosque. And when he 
opened his eyes he was already surrounded by Dutch troops aiming their 
rifles at him. That was father1s story when he returned home. He 
brought back a bamboo basket. And in that basket he had kept a bottle 
for drinking water, one pair of underclothes and a destar. * Father 
came back using a walking stick. At the time I was really alarmed.
Quite suddenly father had become old, mas."
She was silent again after uttering the word "old." Once again 
her eyes filled with tears. I didnft press her. And when the emotion 
had passed she continued:
"Quite suddenly there were more white than black hairs on his 
head. Father spoke much less than he used to. He was appointed by 
the Dutch to become a school inspector. His salary was big, mas. His 
allotments of food were extraordinarily large. But he was very seldom 
at home. You know father liked to gamble. But his expeditions during 
the occupation weren’t just to gamble, mas, not at all. Father kept 
fighting for the life of the Republic. All the soldiers knew this, 
mas, all of them. And you perhaps don’t know yet what happened after 
father had worked for the Dutch."
She was silent again and gulped in the evening air in large 
draughts. I shook my head. She continued in a voice as though she 
were reciting a litany.
"It was like this, mas, every day letters arrived here from men 
at the front as well as from people who called themselves non [coopera­
tors]. You know what those letters were, mas? Begging letters! They 
asked for help. And every day it was the same. And none of the let­
ters did father allow to go unheeded. None of them. All of them had 
to be given attention. Sometimes, mas, yes, sometimes I didn?t receive 
housekeeping money, not even a cent, even though it was to buy food 
for father himself--and that was for a whole month. And all this, mas, 
all this reminds me of the kindness of a Chinese friend. When father 
was still in the guerrilla area and during the time of the ’red’ occupa­
tion as well, this Chinese friend helped us a lot. And I didnft under­
stand why he was willing to keep our family from the danger of starv­
ing."
"Yes, little sister, common humanity sometimes joins together men 
from different poles. And in this case common humanity joined us with 
someone from the Heavenly Kingdom."
"Yes, mas," said my sister in an aimless voice. Then she carried 
on with her story. "Then father worked too much for the Republic.
And when we got independence father fell ill. For three months he was 
treated in the hospital. But father still worked a lot. Finally he 
realized that his health didn’t permit it, and one by one he surren­
dered his offices in the political and social movements. But his 
former health didn’t return. He fell sick again, and that’s how he’s
★ A destar is a kind of head-cloth which is wrapped around the head.
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been ever since. The doctor says it's tuberculosis. And when I asked 
here and there whether father could possibly be put in a sanatorium, 
mas, my question remained just an echo. There wasn't a single voice 
that dared to reply. If there was a reply, the reply was only: sana-
toriums are very expensive nowadays. And if that wasn't the reply it 
was, sanatorium? the sanatorium's full of businessmen. If you're a 
civil servant but not an important civil servant, don't even think 
that you can get a place in a sanatorium."
She was silent again and she stared at me a long time. I shook 
my head. And I didn't know what to think. My sister bowed her head 
and went on:
"And, mas, father himself was offered the chance to be a member 
of the local assembly. And he refused the appointment."
"Refused it? Wasn't that an ideal opportunity to improve the 
conditions of the people?" I asked.
"I don't know. Father only said this, he said, local assembly?
The local assembly is only a stage. And I don't fancy becoming a 
clown--even a big clown. And father persisted in refusing the offer.
He even got the opportunity of becoming the coordinator of education 
to organize the teaching in the whole Pati region. But he turned that 
down, too, and said, My place isn't in the office. My place is in the 
school. Yes, perhaps it was that attitude which made father not want 
to go on as a school inspector and to become a teacher again. And 
father also said, we teachers in this country of oursy we must not 
reduce our numbers, even by one man.”
"Yes," I said aimlessly.
She sipped her coffee. I smoked. The smoke rose. I saw her 
eyes suddenly resentful. She asked me circumspectly:
"Do you still remember Sami, mas?"
"Yes, I still remember her."
And in my mind I saw a small coquette of a girl who had become 
her family's bait--bait swallowed by the Japanese.
"She was absolutely delighted to see our ruin. And she used to 
say to the neighbors about father, Of course he surrendered himself to 
the Dutch on purpose, according to her. A man who follows the Dutch 
really is a sheep. He's not a man, she said, too. Sometimes she 
said that kind of thing to her friends when we were in the vicinity.
Oh I couldn't bear it--I couldn't."
"Why did you pay any attention to the words of somebody who didn't 
have any idea how to behave?" I said emptily.
"...I wasn't prepared to hear talk like that. And father who was 
sick, whose life in the world was spent only in being asked by people 
for help, who had already sacrificed his career and his health... 
only to become the subject of talk of people like that."
She was quiet again. And this time she remained silent a long 
time. And as for me I didn't want to break in on her thoughts. I
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felt in myself that she was looking for a channel to pour out her 
grievances.
Second by second slipped away, swallowed by the night. And 
unnoticed man's age slips away second by second, swallowed up by the 
night and the day. But men's problems are ever green like time. They 
show themselves everywhere, and they attack men's minds and hearts 
everywhere too, and sometimes they go away, and what they leave behind 
are minds and hearts, empty as the sky.
Sometimes we could hear the drum from the watchmen's shelter in 
front of our house beating. And this drumming was picked up by others 
from other shelters. And the silence of the night didn't check the 
outpouring of my sister's grievances. Carefully she continued:
"During the time when you were gone, mas, grandfather died. And 
then grandmother came to live with us. You were still in prison then. 
We knew about your imprisonment from your letter which you sent through 
the Red Cross. Grandmother stayed with us for several months. And one 
day, mas, one day a neighbor of hers who'd lived next to her old house 
--on the edge of town--died. She went to pay her last respects. She 
was gone a long time. Three days. And I didn't understand why she'd 
gone to pay her respects to her neighbor for as long as that. Then 
someone came here and told us, and told us, mas. Your grandmother has 
died there> two hours after catching a stomach complaint."
She was silent and looked at me. And I said:
"I heard about that, too, from the letter which your sister sent
me."
"Yes...but you don't know how upside down we were them. Yes, mas, 
at that time father was in the guerrilla area. And what I don't under­
stand is why she died there."
"She'd lived there more than thirty years and grandfather, too, 
had died there. Sometimes, sometimes people feel too close, too much 
in love with the plot of land where they've lived for so many years, a 
plot of land which for so long has given them a place to live, which 
has for so long provided them with its produce to eat. And sometimes 
people want to die in the bosom of that plot of land where they've 
lived. Yes and sometimes, little sister...."
She was silent and I saw her eyes filled with tears. She was 
remembering all the bad times which had passed like a procession in 
her life. And I continued:
"And sometimes... sometimes ... their wish is granted and they do 
die in the bosom of the earth where they've lived so long."
"But, mas..." she interrupted.
"But?"
"It was me, only me who went to attend to things there because 
the younger ones were still too small and the older ones were in prison 
or out in the guerrilla area. Perhaps you're right; she wanted to die 
in the bosom of that plot of earth where she'd lived for more than 
thirty years. But mas...but," she faltered. But she looked at me.
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And when she saw I was looking at her, immediately she shifted her 
gaze to the door behind me. She went on in a scared voice:
"...but her mouth, puckered up tight...yes I saw it when she was 
being washed--it's that, it's that which I always see in my memory.
And that mouth, that mouth, it's as if it wanted to express that she 





And the night outside went on swallowing the span of men's lives.
I shook my head which was picturing the sentences which my sister had 
just spoken. I said:
"I don't understand."
"Even I don't understand, mas...but that mouth of hers, that 
mouth, that mouth that seemed as if it wanted to say to me why is it 
that I'm only allowed to enjoy a fraction of happiness on this earth? 
Why? Perhaps all this occurred just because I was very affected by 
what happened. Perhaps, yes, perhaps. But that was the state of my 
feelings and thoughts. And I couldn't suppress them."
Suddenly she was quiet. And all of a sudden she broke into sobs.
I got up from where I was sitting and I hugged her. I stroked her 
hair. I heard her say in a halting voice:
"Mas, mas, I, I wasn't ready to let grandmother die in someone 
else's house. I wasn't ready. I couldn't accept it. She didn't 
receive the care which people should have when they are leaving the 
world forever."
And I comforted her with empty words:
"Isn't it all in the past, little sister? And what’s in the past 
can never be repeated."
"But I wasn't ready to let it happen, mas. I wasn't prepared to."
"You have to accept everything once it's happened," I said.
And then I, too, felt that I wouldn't have been ready to let 
grandmother receive insufficient care when she was dying. And I let 
my tears come, too, tears which had flowed continuously since the 
moment I had set foot again in Blora. I was at the end of words to 
say. And I was silent. My sister who knew that my tears, too, were 
flowing didn't say anything. And her crying became heavier.
And as those tears trickled away, so men's lives trickled away, 
scattered over the face of the earth, disappearing, never to be seen 
again. And every now and again we heard the flap of bats' wings as 
they roamed in the blackness of the night, in and out of the branches 
and leaves of the djambu tree. Yes, bats from tens of centuries ago-- 
bats which lived safe in the night looking for their livelihood.
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My sister gathered her sobs together in a long sigh.
"It’s already three o’clock, little sister, perhaps it would be 
better if you went to sleep.”
She shook her head and said:
’’Tonight, like you, I will not go to sleep--for father’s sake.”
And quite suddenly father’s body like a slat of wood was pictured 
again in my mind. And quite spontaneously I uttered words of regret:
’’Supposing father had become a representative in the local assem­
bly or had become coordinator, he would have been a high official.
And perhaps if he had been a high official, place would have been 
found for him in a sanatorium.”
I was silent.
My sister was silent.
And the silence made me uneasy, so I forced myself to speak:
’’But father wasn’t willing to make use of an easy opportunity.
He left that to others. Father....”
”0h...father who always sacrificed himself for others. Father 
who was always sacrificed to others...” my sister burst out.
And then her outburst was spent and she cried again.
”We didn’t look for all this, little sister,” I said, comforting 
myself, ”It all came without our asking. And we have to accept it.
We just have to accept it. Men can do nothing in the face of some­
thing they don’t understand.”
’’Why does there have to be war, mas?”
’’Because we don’t know, little sister. Because we don’t under­
stand. ”
”0...war, mas...war stole away our mother from us, and our 
youngest brother, our grandfather, our grandmother, and it also stole 
away father’s health. Why, mas? Why should it happen like that?”
’’Well...because we don’t understand why, that’s the reason.”
’’You’re uncertain of yourself, mas, I’ve noticed you’ve been con­
tinually uncertain and at a loss these few days since you’ve been back 
in Blora.”
”Yes, little sister, it’s been like that. But you don’t need to 
worry about me.”
And I sipped the coffee which was already cold. I sat down in my 
chair again. Then I smoked a cigarette. The cocks were beginning to 
crow in their coops, followed by the sound of people, pounding grain 
[into flour]. The clock on the wall chimed five times. My other 
brothers and sisters were beginning to get up.
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"It's five o!clock now, little sister. Let's go to bed. I'm 
going to sleep, too." And so we slept.
10
During that week nothing happened, except that father's health 
gave cause for increasing concern. When I looked in, father didn't 
want to eat as had been the case for the whole of that week. Ice!
Ice that was always what he asked for. And because we didn't have the 
heart to disappoint him we always brought him ice. And when the fac­
tory in Rembang wasn't working because a machine was out of order, and 
we came to the hospital without any ice, we felt like guilty men who 
were being haled before a judge.
During that week, too, many people said to us:
"Why don't you just bring your father home?"
And the question kept gnawing at us. Should we bring him home? 
Should we? Having to reach a decision makes people uneasy. But when 
I reached the hospital I didn't say anything about what was gnawing at 
me. It was, on the contrary, father who said to me:
"Son, now you can go, go...return to Djakarta."
Hearing that I was startled. And I quickly said:
"No, father. We'll returi later."
Father opened his eyes. He directed his smile at me, a smile 
which seemed to be testing me and said, "Haven't you stayed too long 
in Blora, and won't your staying too long interfere with your work 
there?" And I said further:
"I can postpone my duties in Djakarta, father."
Father shook his head. He shut his eyes again. And the circles 
round his eyelids appeared to have got bluer than yesterday and the 
day before. They were blackish now. He seemed to be very happy with 
my reply. And, after the atmosphere grew calmer, my brother said:
"How do you feel about coming back home, father?"
Father opened his eyes. He smiled. Then he closed his eyes 
again. He seemed to be thinking. Then we heard him say rather reso­
lutely:
"Here, son, the nurses are all still like children." His eyes 
were open and he looked at the bell which was on the table. "If I 
ring the bell...if I want to go to the toilet, son, they don't come to 
help; just the reverse, they run still further away when they hear the 
summons of the bell. It's too much."
But he was smiling when he said those words.
"It's better if you stay at home," my brother said again.
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"Ah! It would only mean a lot of work for people at home," he 
protested.
Then father began coughing. His thin hand gave us a sign to 
stand back. And we stood back.
When the coughing had died down, my sister gave him some spoonfuls 
of tjendol hungkwe* which had been chilled with ice. And we felt 
pleased because father was able to take fifteen spoonfuls. But 
father's health evidently couldn't be measured by whether he took a 
little or a lot.
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It became very evident how father's wants and desires kept chang­
ing more and more frequently. That morning one of the male nurses who 
had been on night duty the evening before came to our house and pre­
sented us with a receipt-- asking for an advance on his salary for the 
month of March. But it was now May. The receipt had been drawn up by 
father. I didn't understand why an advance for the month of March was 
being asked for. And when I asked my uncle he said:
"Since independence, teachers haven't yet been paid. It's almost 
half a year now."
And then I understood.
Three hours later I went to the hospital. Before I went in, I 
heard father groaning and complaining. His breathing was heavy and 
difficult and every now and again it was interrupted by a slight, low, 
painful coughing. Carefully I opened the door. On the bed I saw 
father sleeping limply. I approached on tiptoe. But father opened 
his eyes. He seemed to gather all his remaining strength. Then in a 
reproachful voice--a voice which reproached everything:
"Oh, oh, son--what was the point of keeping me waiting here on 
this bed?"
"I didn't understand the drift of what he was saying. And I was 
confused. Of their own accord my eyes dropped to the floor. And 
father went on:
"How many more days must I wait here?"
And I saw him screw up his eyes.
"What is it, father?" I asked confused.
"Oh! Oh!" He was silent a while in order to get rid of his 
coughing. He went on. "Didn't someone call at the house?"
"Yes, father."
* Tjendol hungkwe is a sweet drink*made out of coconut milk and small cubes of 
tapioca.
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His eyes opened again. Accidentally his glance fell on the pan 
full of soup which my sister had just put there. He added:
"What have you brought in that pan?"
My sister replied:
"Some broth, father."
"Oh! Oh!" His eyes shut again. "So the fellow didn't say any­
thing to you?"
"He only handed over the receipt and asked for ten rupiahs."
"Oh! Oh!" father said again. And round his closed eyes there 
was a look of sadness, annoyance and pity for everything.
All at once a voice inside me said: the fellow this morning
tricked you. But this voice was cut off just there. Father went on:
"I said, take me out of this hospital quickly."
I was taken aback.
"Didn't you read the note?"
"There wasn't a note, father."
"Oh...Allah."
Then father was silent again to recover his strength. And I saw 
his stomach heaving again. And then when the heaving of his stomach 
had died down I saw him gather himself together. He continued:
"Turn over the receipt. I wrote something on the other side."
And this time father really had exhausted himself. He didn't 
speak again after turning his body to face the wall. On tiptoe I 
stepped back and went behind the curtain with my sister and opened the 
receipt. And it was true. On the other side of the receipt there 
were some lines of scribbled writing, the letters unclear and showing 
the signs of having been rubbed by hands. It said:
"Son,
I can't stand staying in this hospital any longer. And since 
the family is all gathered it's better that I be taken home. Come 
to the hospital as quickly as possible.
Your father."
I looked at my sister. And she was looking at me. Then uncon­
sciously our eyes dropped to the floor. I took a deep breath to steel 
myself. A little bit of courage entered. I went up to father and said:
"Father, right now I'm going to get permission from the doctor."
And father opened his eyes. He smiled, his usual smile. I went 
out immediately.
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In our little town, there was only one doctor. In the Dutch 
period there had been three doctors. But it has always been true that 
death is to be found everywhere in time of war even when the war is a 
small one.
And now the doctor who was sovereign here sat like a king behind 
his desk. His voice had the tone of someone wanting to belittle every 
thing he faced. He said:
"What do you want?"
"I'd like permission to take my father from room number thirteen.
He still remembered who was occupying room number thirteen. Imme 
diately he replied:
"Granted, granted."
"And what about my father's health?"
The doctor shook his head, with a sovereign shake. My heart beat 
fast. In a panic I asked:
"Is there no hope?"
The shaking of his head stopped suddenly.
"Is there the slightest hope he'll recover?"
"There is," he whispered. "But it'll take a long time." He 
straightened his head and pierced me with a look. "You can take your 
father away. You can use the ambulance, and now you can go."
I heard the ring of a bell. And as I left the doctor's room, I 
heard him giving orders to one of his subordinates. Hurriedly I went 
to father's room. Happy myself, I passed on the happy news:
"Just a little longer, father."
Father's eyes remained closed. And I saw his lips smile. I 
waited for him to open his eyes, look at me, and speak again. But he 
didn't say any more. It was only when the attendants came bringing a 
stretcher that father opened his eyes and distributed his smile among 
them. And the attendants returned the smile--a smile which expected 
a return.
Along the way, in the Red Cross ambulance, father groaned contin­
ually. Sometimes he threw a glance out of the ambulance window to 
look at the green of the leaves. Father loved nature, plants, and 
animals. I'd known this since I was small.
A look of relief came to his face when he was back again, lying 
in the house where he had lived twenty-five years--the house where my 
brothers and sisters and I had grown up. And also the house where 
mother had closed her eyes for the last time. It was also the house 
which was falling apart. Falling apart! The words reminded me of 
what our neighbor, the goat-butcher had said: if the house is falling
apart.... And this recollection reminded me that I must repair it.
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As it was customary in our area, the neighbors had to come when 
they heard that someone was seriously ill. They came only to chat 
together in front of the sick man, even though this wasn't their 
intention. And what else could they do except chat when they knew 
nothing at all about health and disease. And so one by one they came. 
And there was no good reason for my brothers and sisters and me to 
refuse entrance to those who had come, meaning well. Thus, as time 
passed, more and more people came to look in.
That evening father rested peacefully on his bed. Only the phlegm 
which interfered with his breathing felt as if it was stuck in my 
throat too. Now and again I looked in on him, at the same time '•• ray­
ing the area around his bed with DDT. And if, by chance, fathfci 
happened to open his eyes, I was certain to hear his low voice, saying 
painfully and without force:
"You...don't need to stay up for me. Go to bed."
And I would answer:
"I'm not sleepy, father."
And then father would close his eyes again.
We took it in turns to stay up for father. And we felt deeply 
how happy one feels to stay awake for a father--one's own father--who 
is ill. And I felt how easy it is for men who live in suffering some- 
times--on the quiet--to enjoy happiness.
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If I'm not mistaken it had just turned eight that evening. My 
wife and I were walking together along a path about five hundred meters 
from the house. There was a lot I talked about with my wife. Mainly 
about the money situation.
"It would be better if we went back home, mas. You must think of 
our money situation," said my wife.
And as usual I replied to what she said with:
"I'm not going back to Djakarta before the situation here is quite 
settled. "
And so we quarreled along the road. Money! Djakarta! Father!
The house which was falling apart! And as usual the quarreling arose 
because we had different opinions and different reasons. The quarrel, 
which was conducted in whispers, wasn't resolved in any way. We only 
came to a point of deadlock when I replied:
"You can go back first. I'm definitely going to stay here until 
everything is settled."
And the quarrel stopped.
In silence we walked on, and we walked along a small town road 
which was quiet and with no asphalt surface. Many people were sitting
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on benches at the side of the road by the gutter enjoying the air of a 
small town on a cool peaceful evening when the sky is strewn witn bil­
lions of stars. And we didn't talk any more. Each of us was worried 
by our own thoughts and our own inclinations. We entered the house 
again--the house which was dark because electricity hadn't reached our 
area yet. We heard father coughing--his low, painful, hollow cough 
without force. I went immediately to his room. By that time the 
coughing had ceased. I heard him say, testing me with a direct glance:
"What have you been quarreling about?" he asked.
I was startled.
And it showed: how father was concentrating the strength in his
voice.
"What were you quarreling about?" he repeated.
I didn't understand what he meant and what he was getting at. I 
only looked at him. I wanted to ask him what he meant. But I didn't 
dare. And when his eyes, too, met mine I saw him smile. He carried 
on in a normal voice:
"Yes, yes, son! You don't need to quarrel any more. Really 
there's no need. Don't you know that on this earth it's just winning 
that's required? Winning, winning, winning...."
And he repeated those words in a voice which grew weaker as it 
went on, and finally became inaudible. Father dozed again. As usual 
when he dozed, the phlegm which blocked his breathing passage caused 
him to snore, which made me shudder. And I went and sat down on the 
couch opposite his bed.
And the night outside rolled on. The whole household was asleep. 
And I, too, fell asleep.
Whenever father coughed and awoke, one of us was sure to be there 
at his side. And usually we heard him whisper:
"Ice."
Sometimes the ice which we'd got had already melted because we 
didn't have a thermos in the house. Circumstances like that, it was 
difficult for us to bear. And if the ice was in fact quite gone we 
could only reply softly:
"The ice is finished, father."
And usually when father heard a reply like that, he immediately 
closed his eyes again. And if father coughed and awoke he would repeat 
again:
"Ice."
And if the sun had not yet risen the same reply would follow--a 
soft reply, difficult to utter:
"The ice is finished, father."
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And father closed his eyes again until a new fit of coughing woke
him.
That night, too, father was woken by his coughing, and that time 
it was I who came to him. He didn't ask about ice. But:
"What are you thinking about now, son?"
"I'm not thinking about anything, father."
"What have you written about the family?"
"I sent letters to Djakarta and to Kediri saying that you were 
seriously ill."
"There's something else which you haven't told me."
I was confused. I didn't understand what he meant. I asked:
"What do you mean, father?"
Quickly father closed his eyes. I heard him sigh. I felt more 
and more confused. Painfully his voice went on:
"T- try... try... asking."
Then he fell asleep again. And as he slept his continual groaning 
could be heard. It was this groaning which usually pursued us so that 
we were never able to sleep deeply and peacefully. And, as for his 
strange question, I didn't think about it again.
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The incense powder which we'd been putting in father's drinks all 
this time didn't seem to have any effect on his health. This made us 
lazy about continuing with it.
That day it was very hot. In our region, an area which is sur­
rounded by teak forests, it is scorchingly hot throughout the day and 
the cold at night and in the early morning is biting. And that par­
ticular afternoon--a day I'll never forget all my life--the heat was 
extraordinary. The wind blew gustily. The dust blowing here and 
there filled the scorching air. At the time I was tired after the 
previous night's exertion, and had dozed off. My sister came running 
to look for me. She said:
"Mas, father's talking about corn. I don't understand. He's 
also talking about corn being shot. I don't understand, mas.”
I ran to father's room. And I found father being attended by my 
younger sister.
"Hold my hand, child!" he said.
I saw my sister take his hand. And father said:
"Ninety-nine grains of corn."
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"Ninety-nine grains of corn." My sister repeated.
Father coughed and turned towards the wall--towards the east.
Then I relieved my sister. And after father's fit of coughing had
subsided he said to me,
"Hold my hand, son!"
I took his hand.
"Tight!"
I tightened my grip. And I felt his hot, trembling hand in mine. 
And with the forefinger of his right hand he pointed to the wall. He 
asked.
"Do you know what that is?"
"It's the wall, father."
Father groaned.
"No, no, not the wall. The east."
"Yes, father, the east."
"Over here, son..." he paused. He took a breath. He put all 
his strength in his words. He continued in a voice which was low, 
earnest, and calm. "Here, there were ninety-nine grains of corn 
put up as a prize. Understand?"
I became nervous, bewildered, and couldn't think. I replied. "I 
don't understand, father," I answered, frightened.
I heard father groan. After he had groaned I felt his grip 
tighten on my hand. He said:
"Tighten your grip."
And I tightened my grip, tightened it until my hand began to 
tremble. And father's hand trembled, too. I heard him say again:
"Here were ninety-nine grains of corn put up as a prize. Under­
stand?"
Again I became confused, bewildered, and couldn't think. But in 
order to save father's strength I replied,
"I understand, father."
He smiled. Then he went on in a voice implying his satisfaction.
"The corn was shot from over there..." again father pointed at 
the wall, "...from the east. But not one of those ninety-nine grains 
of corn hit. Understand?"




He coughed. He turned to the wall. After spitting out the 
phlegm, and wiping his lips with his hand, he went on:
"Not one hit, son. Thanks to His power. Understand?"
"Yes, father."
He paused a while and recovered his spent strength. Then he went 
on:
"I'm an ulama's* son."
"Yes, father."
"But I didn't want to be a ketib.** I didn't want to be a naib.** 
I didn't want to be a penghulu. **" He paused for a moment. And then, 
"Who can tell me the day on which was born something which we'd been 
fighting for all this time?"
"The seventeenth of August, nineteen hundred and forty-five,^ 
father."
Father smiled, pleased and content.
"Yes," he said. He felt his beard and his moustache and stroked
them with his left hand.
"Would you like a shave, father?" I asked.
"No."
Silence for a while.
All my brothers and sisters sat on the couch opposite father's
bed.
"I didn't want to be an ulama," he continued in a firm voice. "I 
wanted to be a nationalist." Silence again. "That's why I became a 
teacher." Silence again. "To open the door for the hearts of children 





"That's why I became a nationalist." Silence for a little while
* An ulama is an Islamic religious scholar.
** A ketib is the person who delivers the sermon at the service on Fridays. Naib—  
a registrar of religious affairs. Penghulu--leading mosque official.
t August 17, 1945 is the date when Independence was proclaimed.
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again. "It was hard, son." Silence again. "It really was hard to be 
a nationalist."
It seemed to me that his eyes sparkled a little. And I replied.
"Yes, father."
"That's why I chose to become a teacher."
"Yes, father."
"To become a pioneer of independence."
I was moved inwardly at those last words.
"But I was ready to become a nationalist. I was ready to sacri­
fice everything."
This time I couldn't control my feelings any longer. I tightened 
my grip on my father's hand and broke down and wept, wept like a little 
child. Father was silent at my weeping. His eyes, circled with blue, 
filled with tears. His stomach was convulsed. I bowed my head and 
let my tears fall. As I wept, I heard father's voice.
"Enough, son, don't think about it any more."
And I saw all my brothers and sisters who were sitting on the 
couch were crying too. And I felt in my heart: father's going to 
leave us. And we continued to weep. Father coughed again and then 
he said:
"Enough, son, enough for now. Go now, all of you. Leave me 
alone."
And we left father's room sobbing. I went straight to my room.
I threw myself down on the couch--and thought back about everything.
And I remembered vaguely the bitter letter which I had sent to him:
"It displeases me to keca? news about my sister's illness. In 
fact I don't like it at all. Why have you, father^ allowed my 
sister to remain ill? Men don't live just to beocme the victims 
of T.B.3 father. No} not by any means."
And now it came home to me that it wasn't my sister who was ill 
that way, but my father himself, my father himself. My heart was in 
turmoil. And my tears poured down. My neck became sore from my cry­
ing and finally--without realizing it--I fell asleep.
That day, too, I haven't forgotten-- it was a Thursday afternoon.
I woke up just before magrib. I was sitting in a chair, sipping 
coffee. Then my second sister, the fourth child, rushed in to find 
me. Falteringly she said:
"Mas, mas, father is...is...is...no longer with us."
Quickly, I ran to father's room where the oil lamp was already 
lit. Some of my brothers and sisters were already there. I sprang 
quickly to father's side. I'saw that his mouth was open. His hand 
hung limply by his side. And my wife, too, had come running and stood 
beside me. She said,
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"Say: father!"
Because I had never been through anything like that before, I did 
what she said. I put my mouth to his ear and cried:
"Father!"
"Again," said my wife.
"Father." I cried again.
Then there was a moment's silence. Suddenly I remembered father 
was a Muslim. And once more I put my mouth to his ear and cried:
"Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar."
My sister interrupted:
"Don't let father's mouth stay open, mas."
And I closed father's jaw. I drew his eyelids down. At that 
moment without my being ready for it the neighbors came and helped. 
Father's jaw was tied with some cloth to the top of his head and then 
naturally--we cried together.
My sister hugged me and said plaintively in a broken voice:
"Just now, mas, just now when you were sleeping the neighbors 
came. Mas, they came to watch by father, mas, and father, mas, father 
felt unsettled. He asked them all to go, me and the others, too. And 
just now, mas, when...when I came back, mas, to give him his porridge, 
mas, father... father was already gone."
And I replied to her statement:
"Let it be, little sister. It's all over. You've still got a 
brother, haven't you?"
And I kissed her. But our crying was covered by the arrival of 
still more neighbors. And a little later--a little later our house 
was full of visitors.
And we were an island surrounded by those visitors.
“14
That evening father's body was laid out on the couch amidst a 
swarm of people who sat around on chairs. There was talk about all 
kinds of different things. And the smoke from sweet smelling incense 
curled up from below the couch where the corpse was laid. The smoke 
was carried by the night wind, reached the nostrils of the visitors 
and then mixed with the smoke from cigarettes. Sometimes the sound of 
a person coughing could be heard--a low hollow, painful sound--and I 
was startled, so were my brothers and sisters. And into our minds 
came a voice saying, Has father eome alive again?
The guests gathered together in groups with friends with whom
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they had something in common. In one corner of the pendopo* gathered 
those whose conversation was about gambling.
"Oh what a shame," said a Chinese guest, "our very good friend 
has gone on before us. And now? Now I can't hope for tjuk money** 
from him again."
He was silent and looked round at his other friends.
"There wasn't anyone as determined as he was at gambling," put in 
another.
"Now we have to look for someone new to make up the game," another 
rejoined.
"Yes," said the Chinese sighing. He took a cigarette from those 
set out in front of him. He smoked and went on. "There wasn't anyone 
else who could tell stories from the history of Java so well while we 
were playing."
"Yes," an old man with a pot-belly took up. "And I still remem- 
ber--ten years ago. There were four of us at the table. Then one of 
us came out with a challenge, Come on, let's see who can stay at the 
cards longest. All of us together replied, Yes, yes. Let’s. But he 
was silent. All that day he didn't get up from his seat. He didn't 
eat. He didn't drink. That night it was the same. One by one we 
began to feel uneasy. The first person to get up from his place was 
me. And I said, I can't take it any more. I'm getting out now. And 
my place was taken by someone else. Then I slept for six hours. After 
washing and eating I went back quickly and do you know? He was still 
sitting in his place. People had already left two of the places and 
others had stepped in. And I asked, Haven't you got up since yester­
day? He only shook his head and smiled. Five hours later I took the 
third place. Two days and two nights, friend, and he still hadn't 
moved from his place. In all he kept it up for five days and five 
nights. He didn't eat. He didn't drink. And he didn't even go for 
a pee. In my opinion he was no ordinary person."
"Like a fairy-tale," added a youngish man.
"I've also heard that story," said the Chinese, "ten years ago.
But our friend isn't with us any longer." As soon as he'd stopped 
talking he looked into the room from the doorway to see his gambling 
comrade who was now laid out no longer alive.
"We're all getting old now," said the pot-belly. "It was just a 
month ago that my elder brother died of old age. And what about me? 
There's only ten years difference between me and him. We're all get­
ting old now, aren't we?" And since nobody replied, he looked at the 
Chinese and went on. "And you've already got five children. And one 
of them's the marriageable age."
"Yes, why does life go so fast?" said the Chinese.
* Pendopo, a large covered area especially used for formal ceremonial occasions.
** Tjuk is money paid by the winning gambler as "tax" to the owner of the house 
where the card party took place.
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The man who was still quite young said:
MWhen he was ill I didn't get the chance to call and see him. I 
went to the hospital once but on the door of his room there hung a 
card on which was written, No visitors except for family. So I went 
straight back home and now, now our friend is no more." He looked 
into the house to see the body laid out.
"I, too, didn't visit him when he was ill," said pot-belly.
"Neither had I," said the Chinese adding his bit.
"It's a shame," said the youngish man. "When he was well we were 
always looking for him to make up the game. When he was ill not one 
of us went to see him. When he died, he died alone...." He fell silent 
as though startled by his own words. Then he went on in a voice that 
wasn't addressed to anyone in particular. "Yes. Why did this man have 
to die alone?"
Nobody replied.
And the group of gamblers thus brooded over the question put by 
the youngish gambler to which no one replied. That evening it was 
cold like most nights in the small town of Blora, which is surrounded 
by teak forests. Then the Chinese with his eyes on the ceiling to 
which there was no upper story said:
"Yes, why is it that we have to die alone? And be born alone too? 
And why do we have to live in a world where there are so many people? 
And if we're capable of loving someone and that person too loves 
us...." He went down on his knees and looked through the window 
into the middle of the room where the body was lying alone. He went 
on, "like our late friend for example--why then do we have to be 
parted in death? Alone. Alone. Alone. And born alone too. Alone 
again. Alone again. Why wasn't this man born in the midst of the 
hustle and bustle of life and why didn't he die in the midst of that 
hustle and bustle? I'd like the world to be an all night fair."
The three friends laughed at what the Chinese had said. And the 
Chinese himself laughed. The others didn't understand what he had 
said and he himself didn't understand what he'd said. Then the con­
versation died. A newcomer came and sat near the group. Then someone 
addressed him from behind:
"Mas Mantri*!"
The newcomer turned round and replied:
"Oh. It's you, dik Djuru."
Mas Mantri sighed. Then he said very slowly:
"Our friend is dead. In my opinion we've lost a man who contrib­
uted a lot to the struggle in this area."
* A mantri is a local civil servant whose principal duty is to see that law and 
order is preserved. Djuru probably is here a clerk.
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"Yes. He was so very active. Night and day was the same to him 
when it came to serving the needs of the party. But now he's dead."
He sighed as if he really felt that he had lost something important in 
his life.
"Just think, dik Djuru, it was only two months ago that he came 
on his bike to my house to settle the business about the bonds--you 
know about the affair of the national bonds?"
He was silent and the man whom he called dik Djuru, replied,
"You mean the bonds which disappeared?"
"Yes. Those bonds were in the hands of our late friend. But the 
mice ran off with them to use them for their nests. Fifteen of them.
But surprisingly--" he paused as if he was enjoying some beautiful 
memory, "he refunded the value of the bonds in full without feeling 
the slightest bit put out. People said that he'd sold a lot of his 
possessions. But I don't know for sure. It was that awareness of his 
responsibility which I always admired. Really! I was surprised, I 
admired him with all my heart. Do you know what I intended to do to 
him once-- in the days before the war?" He was silent, waiting for a 
reply.
The man whom he called dik Djuru was silent and didn't reply.
The group of card-players quietly and without being observed joined in 
listening to the conversation.
"When I was still mantri--long ago before the war--I received 
instructions from the colonial government to watch him. He was on the 
list as a 'red'--in the front rank. I sent three agents to tail him in 
turns and watch him. Do you know what he did to the tail I put on him?"
People were listening full of interest. But nobody interrupted.
And Mas Mantri continued:
"One evening he knew he was being followed. He made the agent 
follow him into a graveyard. And because the agent didn't dare to set 
foot in a graveyard he waited outside the fence. One hour. Two hours. 
Three hours. Our friend still hadn't appeared. And the agent? He 
took to his heels in fright."
People laughed and the crowd of people round Mas Mantri grew 
larger. He told more and more stories as time went on, especially 
when coffee was handed round. But the. night forced the guests to 
return each to his own home.
That night only close neighbors stayed behind. All their conver­
sation was in praise of their friend who had just died. And without 
anyone noticing the new day dawned with its splendor. Fresh guests 
came. And visitors who hadn't closed their eyes the whole night long 
went to wash.
As time went by the numbers of guests increased. In the end the 
body, too, was taken to man's last home: the grave.
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During the war--from the time when the Japanese landed until the 
collapse of Dutch authority in Indonesia--we had lost our mother and 
our youngest brother. The two of them lay side by side in one grave. 
Then beside mother*s grave was the grave of grandmother. And on the 
other side of it was a new grave--father*s last home. And beside that 
grave lay the grave of grandfather. Yes, we*d lost many over the war 
years. And the graveyard which I hadn’t seen for eight years was now 
already full with new graves--the graves of those who were considered 
heroes. And among the graves of those considered heroes there were 
also the graves of scoundrels who because of errors in checking had 
been included in the company of heroes.
When the mourners had witnessed the lowering of father’s body into 
his grave; when they had poured in their handfuls of earth; and even 
after father had disappeared into the embrace of the earth, I still 
hadn’t recovered from my feelings of oppressive grief. My heart felt 
torn and this prevented me from thanking them as I had intended. There 
were several people who looked to me--because they knew I was the 
eldest son--to say a few words. But not one word came from my lips. 
Eventually they left one by one. And we--my brothers and sisters and 
I--went down on our knees with bowed heads in meditation over the new 
grave.
Oh--the man who lay buried there was the man who had given us 
life. Once he, too, had had high ideals. He too had had an experience 
of love--a love which had failed and not failed. He had often been 
heard singing, singing Javanese songs, national songs and songs learned 
in Dutch schools. But now his voice was dead. He had been a teacher. 
And to thousands of students he had opened the way. He had been active 
in the struggle to achieve his countrymen’s freedom for thirty years. 
And now less than a year after independence had been achieved, history 
had no more use for him, nor had the world, nor had mankind. And like 
us, too, he had experienced fear, suffering, happiness and all the 
other feelings there are in the human heart. But now all that was 
dead for him.
I wept again.
And my brothers and sisters wept again.
Then slowly we left the graveyard where the gravestones protruded. 
A little while ago there had been.a lot of people--no less than two 
thousand. But now there were just us brothers and sisters. And slowly 
we came out onto the main road. That afternoon the burning heat began 
to scorch our skin. And we walked back home--to the house where mother 
had died, where the youngest of us had died, where father had died the 
day before and perhaps also where we would die one day. And on the 
way back home I pictured the graves of mother, my young brother, grand­
mother, father, and grandfather. And perhaps one day beside them my 
own body would be buried. And the Chinese the night before had wanted 
the world to be an all night fair where people came in crowds and left 
in crowds. There remained only those who had to sweep up what was 
left. And the sweeper--although he doesn’t admit it himself--is the 
God who is constantly talked of by men who have never known him.
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When I got back to the house all feelings of sadness, grief, and 
suffering disappeared. The house which from the time when I'd come 
from Djakarta--a month ago--had seemed dark now looked bright and 
shining. So did the people who lived in it. It was quiet in our 
house again. From the back of the house I could hear my brother who 
was in Form 2 in school singing the song "Old Kentucky Home." I 
listened in silence. But the song died away. And as though of their 
own accord, there came from my lips those Negro spirituals, the voice 
of men oppressed, the voice of men longing for something which they 
didn't comprehend. And the day wore on sluggishly.
The evening came on slowly. And when the sun had almost dis­
appeared behind the western horizon there came another visitor. He 
said:
"I knew your late father a long time. We traveled around the 
country together on missions in the guerrilla area. Yes, I knew your 
father well. He worked for the Dutch but he kept on working for the 
underground. He told me a lot of things. But I don't need to tell 
you what he told me. I'm sure you and your brothers and sisters al­
ready know. But the only thing which I can say for certain, which 
perhaps you don't know, is this: your father fell on the field of
politics."
I was surprised. I looked at his lips. They were still moving 
and I heard him say:
"I see you're surprised. But it's true that's what happened.
Your f a t ! f e l l  ill because of disappointment--he was disappointed 
at the state of things after independence was achieved. He felt he 
wasn't prepared any longer to watch the world around him degenerating 
--degenerating with all its consequences. Those who before had been 
generals in the guerrilla areas, those who had earlier held important 
positions before the Dutch attacked, became leaders, too, in the guer­
rilla areas and became real fathers of the people. And with all his 
energy your father supported their interests. But when independence 
had been achieved it was the same people who squabbled about houses 
and positions for themselves. And those who didn't get what they 
wanted, left--because they couldn't expect further payment. And your 
father, your father couldn't stand to see such a state of affairs.
But it Is in the nature of man's life that he has to mix with others. 
And it was the society which he had to enter which hatched your 
father's sickness. Your father never said anything about them. All 
his disappointment he simply sunk into his heart. But the outcome 
which was so grave and which he didn't expect happened--galloping T.B. 
Two and a half months he was ill and then he left us."
He paused to draw breath. And I paused to divert momentarily my 
attention from what he was saying. Then he sighed deeply, as if he 
regretted something. Then he said again:
"Perhaps what I've said is enough. Not too little, not too much. 
It's true your father fell on the field of politics. Your father with­
drew from the party and all its trivialities in order to be able to 
escape from such money-grubbing clowns. But because his concern for 
society was so great he couldn't free himself absolutely from all of
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that. But you should feel proud to have had a father like him. Don't 
you think so?" He looked at me.
I didn't reply. I heard him sigh.
"If your father had been in a big town--and had been able to 
develop his true worth--perhaps he would have been someone important. 
Perhaps he would have been a minister." He sighed again. "But your 
father always held firm to the teaching of Ronggowarsito.* That's why 
he didn't want to join those clowns performing their crazy antics."
He was silent.
Twilight had come. The big drum for magrib had begun to beat 
incessantly. The visitor rose from his seat. He stood up and said 
politely and with stress:
"It's late. But don't forget this request of mine--as often as 
you can, put flowers on your father's grave."
Then he left. I saw him to the fence. And unexpectedly night 
fell fast. On this earth men aren't born into the world in swarms nor 
do they return to the earth in swarms. One by one they come. One by 
one they go. And those who have not gone anxiously await the moment 
when their souls will fly away to who knows where...."
* Ronggowarsito was a famous nineteenth century Javanese poet.
